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FIVE KILLED IN TRAFFIC ACCIDENT
ir

'Soldier's Body
Returned Honig
from Viet Nam

Drag Racers
Escape B-utCars Totaled

Local Teachers At
Classroom TV
Course At U of L
When school opens next fall,
teachers from across the Commonwealth, trained at the Uniiersity of Louisville, will begin
using television in their classrooms.
They will be part of the largest educational television network in the nation, a system
which will blanket Kentucky
with classroom instruction on
television from twelve large
towers located, thriiughout the
state.
The University of Louisville,
along with the University of
Kentucky, is cooperating • by
sponsoi ing two, four-week courses for teachers from the varparochial
public
and
ious
school systems in the Commonwealth. At each session, 45
teachers, three from each system, gather at the two universities for instruction in the
.Miss Margaret ,Jones of Ft
- methods of-.. teaching by teleMitchell won the champion
vision, and for practice in the ship of the'42nd annual Woactual production of 11 televis
men's State Amateur Golf
ion program. In all, 180 teach. Tournament in the finals
ers will participate at. both in- -played at Mayfield Saturday.
stitutions. .._ .
She edged Miss Kaye Beard
Mrs. leatifirie7G. Bryant, Mrs. of Campbellsville two-up afEula M. Doherty, and Miss Pegter 36 holes of match play
gy Wilson, all from the Murray
golf on the 18 hole Mayfield
public schools are attending. course, the first session of this course
The 1968 champion also
at the University of Louisville
won the t,1e in 1962. Miss
Beard is aTh a former champion.

One Woman Is Critically
Injured; Two Local Men
Two Calloa ay County men
were fatally injured in a two
car accident on Clear Creek
hill on Highway 80. about six
miles east of Hardin, Saturday
night about 7:30 p. m.
Three other persons were also killed and one woman is listed in critical condition at the
Western Baptist Hospital, Paducah.
The local men who met their
death were Paul David Adams.
age 22 of Murray Route One,
and Elmer Penney, age 31, of
Murray Route Two near Coles

Camp Ground Methodist Char
ch.
Others listed as fatalities of
the two car smashup were Mrs
Emma Dille Helm of Lowes
age 87 Eugene R Laswell of
Granite City. Ill.. age 60, and
Mrs. Erma Laswen of Granite
City. ni.. age 63
The only survivor of the creakswas Mrs Nova Goode of -W,i‘
river, Ill age 64
Marshall County Deputy/Sheriff Joe B. Anderson said he IMII
the first to arrive at the scene
of the accident which oirad
about 7:30 p. m on a curve on
Highway 80.
Anderson said the car occupied by Adams and . Penny
was in the west bound lane of
traffic as it was going east An
derson said one wheel of the
car of Adapts and Penny was
on the left side of the road in
the west bound lane
Jess Collier, coroner for
Marshall County-. was at the
scene of the accident, but told
the Ledger & Times this morn•
ing that an inquest had not
been scheduled as a result of
the accident.
The other four personsApii
:n the Laswell car that wIergeing west on Highway SO. lir.
and Mrs. Laswell and Penney
were pronounced dead at the
scene of the accident and Adams was pronounced dead on
arrival at the Benton Municipal Hospital. Mrs. Helm died at
Lourdes
Hospita..
Paducah,
shortly after the accident.
Anderson said that none of
the persons were thrown from

Two Calloway County youths
escaped serious injury and
death Sunday morning at 1:30
as they were drag racing, according to Kentucky State
The bedy of Pfc. Gary Wilk- the enemy. Apparently some
Trooper Ronald Anderson.
insonswill arrive in Murray on rounds fell short exploding
Anderson said that Jerry AlTuesday morning July 2 at near United States locations.
and Gary Turner, both of
len
1240 o'clock.
The body will be flown from
County, were drag
Calloway
The, Callaway County soldier San., Francisco to
Memphis,
racing about nine miles north
cias kifieek- in action in Viet then will be moved by train
of Murray on Highway 783 at
Nam on Sunday June 23 at 11:00 from Memphis to- Fulton, KenREV. J. H. THURMAN
apparently
the time. Allen
a.m. A Wee. Department tele- tacky.. The,. Max H. Churchill
shoulder
left
the
off
"dropped
gram to lit-parents Mr. an& Furrever:Home will meet the
of the road," Anderson said,
Mrs. Ewing R. Wilkinson said train.in the morning to return
and as he pulled back into the
that he was wounded from flak the body to Murray.
swerved into the front of
road
from friendly mortar fired /at
-Young - Wilkinson, age 20, is
car. Allen lost control
Turner's
the first Calloway County soldcar and went off the east
his
of
Viet
ier to be killed in action In
Student* from Almo, Hazel,
side_ of the road landing in a
Napa. He ,yakinteered on Aug:
and Kirksisy named to the honturning over severalafter
field
vat 14, 1967, took his basic
or roll at Murray State Unitimes. Turner swerved to miss
training at Fort Polk, Louisiana,
versity for the spring semester
Allen, and finally went off the
and was sent to Viet Nam in
were not included in the list
west side of the road, overFebruary of this year. He was
published on Saturday.
turned and the car caught fire.
3 1966 graduate of Calloway
Wilson Gantt, registrar at
youths
two
the
of
Neither
Rev. J. H. Thurman. retired
County High School.
MSU, released the list. Students
was injured seriously, getting
Baptist
minister,
passed
away
Survivors are his parents,
Miss Erie -Zees of 1320 West
from Murray and New Con:by with sprains and bruises.
Main Street died Sunday at Mr. and Mrs. Ewing R. Wilkin- Sunday at eight p.m. at the
cord were published on Satfour a. m. at the Murray-Cal- son of Murray Route Six; three - Murray-Calloway County Hosurday.
(Cititinued on Sack Page)
loway County' Hospital after liters, Mrs. Rudell (Norma pital.
Others named to the honor
The
retired- minister celeJearisBagard, South llth Street,
an illness of two'weeks.
roll were as follows:
, The deceased was 82 years Mrs. Dale (Majorie) Charlton of brated his 90th birthday JanAlmo — Constance Hopkins
of age and was a former em- Murray .Route Three. and Mrs. uary 26 of this year. Survivors
and Rita D. Hopkins.
ployee of the Peoples Bank of Kean (Janice) Hecht of West are his wife, Mrs. Myrtle Mayer
Hazel — Fleda K. Adams,
Murray. She was a member of Main Street; two brothers. Har- Thurman of North 10th Street,
Martha Barrow, Joyce Brandon,
old Layne Wilkinson of Haeel Murray: two daughters, Mrs.
the First Christian Church.
Gary W. Jackson, Michael C.
Miss Keys was the daughter and Pvt. Hall Wilkinson of Ben Grubbs of Birhanan, Tenn.,
Keel, Patricia A. Miller, Mary
and Mrs William S. Samuels of
of the late Mr. and - Mrs. John Pittsburgh, Pa.
The Ken Lake Competition J. Waldrop, Jimmy B. WiLson,
The funeral will be held at Lebanon Junction; one son, J.
Kels. She is survived by one
Riders
Ameociation will present and Larry Wilson.
With mesh splashing, laugi • pressed regret at being unable
sister, Miss Ilee Keys of 1320 2:30 on Wednesday at the Max Clifton Thurman of Nashville,
a thril
show of motorcycle Kirksey — Carol A Chester
to take care of all those who
Main Street; three nieces, Mrs Chieshill Funeral Home with Tens.- one sister Mrs. Rosa ing, and talking,-..,u. also
.raci
ort
uiy _Fourth at the and Trisha J. Chester.
IIIP wished to participate. "FollowRobert Soller of
pringtieia, hey Joe 'oalker and Rev. A. husseli Mu ay; hve -grants good dslit oi• tiara ts
Ken Lake Cycle Club track
st
students finished- the
children.
ing the announcement of the
Tenn., Mrs. Novis Russell of M. Thomas officiating.
three mil
off Highway 121
(Continued from Pane I)
Rev. Thu
n answered the single session ef---Red Cross
started taking names
Burial will be in the Fo ett
Corpus Christi, Texas, and Mrs.
South on.L ust Grove Church
held
at
lessons
ever
swimming
morning,"
she
said,
call
to
the
B
list
ministry
in
at-7:30-bee
it 1. W. Russell of Murray; one Cemetery near Russell's
'toad.
was a suocessful the university pool, Friday, "and by nine o'clock all class914 when
nephew. William H. Keys of Church .
The event
will consist of
June 28, and were awarded es were filled with the excepCorpus Christi, Texas.
five classes o competition with
BENTON, Ky. lert — Funeral
(Continued on Sack Page) . certificates.
tion of a few of the advanced
Funeral services were held
over $300 in
sh being award services were scheduled here
adults
(some
"These
kids
classes
noon
all
groups.
By
today at 3:30 it m. at the
-for zeleie H. Lovett, Jr.
ere also Iff class) really work- were filled and we now hNift esestosthe- nidei Ms* featured
chapel of the J. H. Churchill
during
the
afterntion
will
be
/died it' a Memphis
wh
,
Burchfield,
Pool
ed," said Don
a waiting list of around one
Funeral Home with Rev. WilTehn, Opsital Fridi\y.
Chairman." and it shows in hundred, whom we will call if the Trophy Dash _consistirig-- •\
liam M. Porter officiating.
derwent surg ry twice
how much they've learned. We ansadditienat- session --planned the six fastest riders of the day
Roy English, owner andsoperActive pallbearers were KenThe Hine trials will begin at 11 in the past three weeks.
_
certifibeginner
awarded
56
materializes.
for
July
22
-Aug.
2
ton Woodall, Bill Boyd, 011ie ator of Holland Drug Store in
Funeral services were held
Tommy Turner. Murray State cates, 13 advanced beginners, This depends on availability of a.m. to determine the position
Barnett, Auburn Wells. Joe Rob Murray is the first local phar
of riders for the Heat Races at this morning at 11 o'clock at
quarterman
swimmers.
intermediates,
27
..University's
track
25
instructors
'and
guards.
the
completed
have
to
macist
rteale, and John R. Imes.
Cha"We are also grateful to Dr. 1 p.m. Finals competition will the Collier Funeral Home
Honorary pallbearers were Institutional Practice -Course at will run.in the Olympic Trials 12 Junior and 12 Senior Life
with Rev. Clarbegin
at
Benton,
2:30
p.m.
pel,
addition
this
weekend.
certficiates.
In
in
Los
Angeles,
Saving
in
Chad
Stewart,
who
helped
County
James M. Lassiter, Glenn Do- the Murray-Calloway
The Murray Board of Eeu.
from six- surrounding ence Hare and Rev. Bob 0.
ran, Whit Imes, M. G. Wrather, Hospital Pharmacy, sponsored Turner earned his chance for we trained Swimmer Aides and scheduling use of the univer- states will be present
cation, meeting in regular sesin
was
Burial
officiating.
for
Clark
this
finish- Water Safety Aides. We were sity pool,. andto other univerB. G. Langston, G. C. Ashcraft, by the American Society of Hos. the Olympic Team by
sion. approved the 1968-60
"biggest of the season" race. the Benton Cemetery.
L. R. Putnam, Vernon Hale, pital Pharmacists. . The course ing fourth in the -NCAA 400 able to teach in small groups, sity . offitials who permit this Everyone is
lawyer in Ben- school budget of S779.003 This
was
a
invited
to
Lovett
attend
assistso
much
meters
earlier
in
June.
we
had
because
is
the
use
to
the
This
public.
Dr. Hugh Houston, and Ma x is aimed at orienting the combudget shows an Increase of
Only a freshman. Turner WI- ance this year. and this natur- only facility available for this -this Independence Day spec- ton and had served as county
munity pharmacist to hospital
Beale.
$65,200 over the general budget
County.
Marshall
tacular.
for
attorney
Refreshments-will
be
ished second in the NCAA in- ally increases the students purpose. Since we live in a
increase will
Interment was in the Mur- practice and is'designed to help
He was a director of the Bank of last year. Tins
water recreation area most par- available all day.
in door 600-yard dash. His best learning ability."
ray Cemetery with the arrange- those pharmacists interested,
member of the be spent in providing better
.4
Ind
Benton'
of
in
the
400
meters,
45.$,
time
BlankenShip,
ExeJeanMrs.
ents
realize
that
-their
children
nursing
ments by the J. H. Churchill serving hospitals or
Benton First Methodist Church. educational services for the stu
came in the NCAA. His best cutive Secretary of the Callo- will be exposed to water sports
superes
homes.
Funeral Home.
Survivors are his father, dents. Fred Schultz,
Willard Alls, pharmacist at 440 came in the Ohio 'Valley way Co. Red Cross Chapter, ex- and the only safe measure is to
tend:oat
said.
Lovett;
Lee
Dorothy
wife, Mrs.
Conference Meet when he won pressed the appreciation of the teach them to swim. The Calthe Murray Calloway County
These services Hickok. Estabdaughter, Mrs. W. H. Warmath
with a 46 flat. His time in the chapter to all those who as- loway County Red Cross is the
Hospital is the authorized inlishing tcritoss foursh grade sec., _
John
brother,
Fla.;
Orlando,
of
NCAA
was
only
one-tenth
of
a
program,
parsisted with the
only agency ht this area Which
struction for Western Kentucky
Clay Lovett of Benton; four sis- tion at the Carter Elementara
second off the meet record but ticularly to Mr. Burcbfield, provides swimming lessons to
and several pharmacists from
Mrs. George Saufley of School. two additional Oak
ters,
well
back
of
the
45
flat
that
responsibiliand
we
will
assumed
the
general
public,
Wayne
who
the
Holsapple,
son
of
Mi.
Paducah, Hopkinsville and the
„si
r/
Mrs. Brooks Cross, school classroom unes.
Stanford,
won
the
event
for
Lee
Evans
abthe
long
as
these
classes
in
do
so
as
and
ty
of
continue
to
Mrs.
Vurlon
Holsapple
or
surrounding area have comequipment including ed .
Mrs.
and
Nelson,
Pont
Mrs.
of
San
Jose
State.
Wasence of Ronald McCage,
Hazel, suffered a broken arm
possible."
instrusztieneS
television
and
al
James Thomas Jackson, in- pleted the course qualifying
Benton.
all
of
Bradley,
Rob
Turner, from St. Louis, Mn., ter Safety Chairman; Instruct"Those who did not get' in Friday about 5:30 p.m.
supplies, increase in capital outfant son of Mr. and Mrs. James. them for the certificate ,-award- is the first Murray athlete to ors Ed Fitch, Peggy Sue Shroat, on the first session will -be callThe 12 year old boy said he
of
Society
American
the
by
ed
lay accounts. and Salary . in
Winterberry,
2199A
Jackson of
participate in the Olympic Ed Frank Jeffrey, William ed if an additional course can was running down the state
creases for pe fowl
Lexington, died Saturday at six Hospital Pharmacists.
Raeersprinter
trials.
Jim
Freesummer,
she
•Honchel.
offered
this
Parker, Donna
be
line road when he fell backMr. English • received his man missed in his attempt ti
peF
ossitsboar continues to re
tem. at the_ Murraf-Calloway
Cross.
swimming
Other
Red
concluded."
wards
on
his
right
arm
breakcompletfleet
lei** educattcrnal
County Hospital, He was 28% certificate for studies
qualify last weekend in the instructors who aided in the
ing
it
near
the
wrist.
ed May 9 thru May 30.
y' as it continues to
hours old.
National AAU meet. Freeman largeSswim class graduating
VISIT IN MICHIGAN
Wayne had just completed
HenderL. H. Pogue of
The Jackson family was visitran 10.1 in the 100 meters but list we - are Steve Payne,
Mr. and Mrs. Greene 0:Wil- aelivering his paper route in son, formerly of the Penny pros:4'de for increased enroll
nt and improve classroom ,
ing in the home of grandmothfailed to get out of his 'first Sohrt Pasco, Jr., Paul Thurman, son left over the weekend for Hazel fof- the Ledger & Timer community in Calloway County,
instruction for the youth of
er, Mrs. I. R. Hillman of Mur
heat when Jim Hines and Char- Steve Simmons, Mike Kennedy. Michigan to visit relatives send when the accident occurreci,
revival
the
for
is the speaker
communityl. - Shultz said
ray Route Five at te time
lie Green ran 9.8's.
friends. It has been .about
and Dave Garrison.
she boy was treated at the services at the Bell City Clattice this
additional revenue - to
The
the baby's birth.
Much appreciation is also due twenty years since Mr. and emergency room of the Murray et Christ this weer.
carry the new budget is expectSurvivors are his parents,
the Water Safety Aides and Mrs. Wilson lived in Michigan. slalloway County Hospital ana
services are Weight p.m ed to come from an increase
ine
grandparents, Theodore Jack
Final rites for Luther N. ButLife Guards, who also donated They were residents there for .eleased. He will be in the tnrough Saturday. 'July 6. Will
son and AllakFeeback of Lei: terworth, age 87, retired farmtwenty-six years then moved siebth grade at Hazel Elemen lam Hardison as the song lead of 554.000 in state aid and an
their time and skills.
increase of $11.200 due to real
!'gton, and Mrisillman of Mur- er of Lynn Grove, were held
. Mrs. Blankenship also ex- back to Murray.
.ary School this fall.
CI
property growth within this
ray Route Five; two sisters, Sunday at three p. m. at the
District. The tax rate which the
Reva Mae and Monica Victoria
CHICAGO.SIPS— Between /00
tesss_of the J. H. Churchill
Fiscal Court has approved is
Jackson: half sister,.__Val
Funeral Home with Rev. Hoyt and 800 persons will die in
one tenth of one cent lowte
Deborde; half brother, JackOwen officiating. Burial was automobile accidents during
than last year The total tax
Allen Debordee.
the July 4 holiday weekend, the
in -Cioshen Cemetery.
levy last year for all school
Funeral services will be held
Attlee, pallbearers were Jer- National Safety Council 'estipurposes was 56 4 cents. NMI
at Lexington on Tuesday and ry Millere -seames Washer, Ray mates.
the new levy for the 101111
burial will be in the Lexington Sims. Jimmy Butterworth, Jack.
/1
"Announcing so dismal an
fiscal year is 563 eerier.'
Bluegrass Memorial Gardens ie Butterworth. arid Pat Butter- estimate gives us no pleasure,"
In other action. the 'IMO.
The J. H. Churchill Funeral worth, all grandsons',,,,
Council President Howard Pyle
gave approval for the schools
-Home . was in charge of the
Honorary pallbearerswere said Sunday.
in this District to pailtkpatirarray arr'angements.
Fleetwood
Crouch.
Go
The traffic count for the 102in the various government pro'Crouch. Elmo' Fain, Joe C
hour July *Weekend begins at
jects during _ :he new scho ,
tord, Kenton Miller, Harlon 6 0.- M. local time Wednesday
year and closed out-'qoutine
Kemp, Carl Lockhart, and Lu- and ends at midnight Sunday.
business affairs for the fiscal
A similar non-holiday period
ther Parks.
year which ended June 30.
Mr. Butterworth, a member of avseages 650 traffic deaths, Pyle
Unlitad Sr... Int.ramlon&I
the Lynn Grove Methodist 011
Church, died Saturday at the
Westview•Nursing Home.
KENTUCKY — Partly cloudy
Survivors are five daughters,
through
Monday
to cloudy
Mesdames
Jim Washer, Lyda
scattered
Trsday with widely
The regular, ladies dao, of
thunderstorms *titter. Kathryn Sims, Addie
and
addwers
golf will be heed IN the Oaks
ne Boatwright fatally realiMonday Scott, and Clifford -Miller- three
northwest
mainly
sons. Cloys. Vernon, lied Osro st/II will be held at the ComCountry Club on Wednesday.
spreading over ,state Monday'
Butterworth;
27
Jul'. 3. with tee off time it
grandchildren;
munity
Center
on
Ellis
tootDrive
little
night and TuesdaY. A
51 great grandchildren; seven oti eunday, July '1, at 10 30 CID
nine a m Sadie Ragsdale will
er Tuesday otherwise contin- great great grandchildren
be the golf hoges,
,
oaskei, dinner will --ho
ued quite warm Highs MonThe J. H Churchill Funeral served at the noon hour . Alt Peggy Shroat, one of several water safety Instructors giving Red cross CUL
Jane Taylor and Juse-ftobertii.
le,
Lows
90-s.
GITIS,
Is
low
and
80s
upper
shown _above with
issday
I will be hostesses -for the ladies
Borne was in charge of,the ar- iriatives and (den& are urged
Monday, night 605 northwest
a class which concluded the progriun on Friday. 145 students completed tbe largest single sesstest Ot nett OTOS,
raneetnents,
tlay luncheon- by_ ha :erred at. attend
and UM- 70s elsewhere.-sing resSons ever held 'here.
• noon

Rev.J.H.
Thurman Dies
Sunday Night

Miss -Keys
'Dies Sunday

Large Class Of Swimmers
End Red Cross Course Here
'

Names Omitted
From Honor Roll

Motorcycle Racing
Planned Thursday

H. H. Lovett
Dies On Friday

Roy English Ends
Pharmacy Course

MSU Trackman To
Try For Olympics

-.He

BudgetFor
City Schools
is Approved

Wayne Holsapple
Has Broken Arm

Jackson Infant
Dies On Saturday

Bro. L. H. Pogue
Revival Speaker
.crro.

of Butterworth Rites
eld On Sunday

Between 700-800
Expected To Die

WEATHER REPORT

Boatwri'ght FenilY
To Hold Reunion

rt

Ladies Day Golf
Planned At Oaks
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Land
Transfers

mop= • rums PUIILISEING COMPANY.
roilmame
W. Young and Irene
Camell •Mudbe 41 Ilhe Murray nagger. 'The Calloway Ttmea and J.
J. SeYer and
The emerilleteld, dearber 30, 1M. and the West Kentuckian. Young to Bernard
Cecil J. Seyer of Sikeston, Mo.;
SeiggieiI SM.
two lots in Pine Bluff Shores
IKSE11611114.1ftwatis, nsitaelky awn
Subdivision.
JAMB C. WILLIAM. Istratiauxa
Lakeland. Inc., to Hugh L.
and Elizabeth S.
Peckehpaugh
Editor
the
Letters
to
Adverlidoc.
mama
rety
Ss
• imirve ths eight
lot in Panorama
keripaugh;
lemt
tar
Ms
aaa
mei*.
la
ame
opluirat
or Public Vine Omit
Subdivision.
unmask of MN'
Ora K. Mason to Robert 0.
00. 1530
NATIONAL RIEWINININTATIVIIIII:
Miller and Patricia G. Miller;
N.Y.,
Twin
Bldg..
New
Madams Ave_ Waimktie. Tow; Thee & Las
property at Vine and South 9th
1111Mbemsn END. eisbeesollgleti
Streets.
Williiun A:' Warren and CarIllaineed at the Pest Office, Mw-ray. Kentucky, for Wansodasion
ol Ann Warren to Eukley Roamelise Clean Matter
berts and Thelma Roberts, lot
191311111CRIPTIOD DATES: By Owner in Murray, per week 25c, per
William A. Warren Subdisienale 41.18 In Calloway and adnennis counties. per year, 020; in
isms 1 & OM; Eiserwhete allee. All service aubscrIptiocla WOO. vision.
EukIcy Roberts and Thelma
eras Osesimiading Caves Mast al s Camseeseny is Ms
Roberts to Paul- Garland and
latisseny se as Wiewroeitter
Margie Garland; lot in Sherwood Forest Subdivision.
Lakeland. Inc., to Rollie AlMONDAY — JULY 1, 19611
derdice and Lucy E. Alderdice,
two lots In Panorama Shores
Subdivision.
Pat Brown Gingles and Margaret Gingles to Lowell King
Sy UNITED Pantie UNTE1LNATIONAL
and Eloise King; property on
Old Whit Paschall Road.
WAVERLY. Minn -- Vice President Hubert H. HumBilly Joe Chadwick and Pegphrey. diacussuig the Paris peace negotiationS:
gy Sue Chadwick to Hollie A.
-There is nO doubt that Hanoi is using the talks, in Alderdice and Lacy E. Alderpart. as a propaganda metcharim But, let's nOt be dice; lot ,in Panorama Shores
PraPOJW1dieed away from the conference table. -.Let's Subdivision.
Hollie A. Alderdice and- Lucy
nOt be belied,Into a maative escalation of this war."
•
E. Alderdice to Billy Joe Chad.3185800W — Premier Alexei N. ID:eygin•announcing -wick and Peggy Sue Chachvick;
"fhat_lie-has asitsp the nations of the wog* 1
,
..04 slow down lot in Panorama Shona Subdivision.
the arms race r.•!,-: •
.
Calloway County Land Comaliktellarbelit-t0 all governments pany, Inc., to Lube T. Simmons
Soviet
_rneuares''
the arms lot in Pine_Bluf4,Bhores Subthe prohibitiOn of the use of nuclear division.
pot.% and end to the production of nuclear weapons,
L. D. Wilson to Edgar Shira-reduction in nuclear stockpiles and restrictions on the ley and - Mary Nell Shirley; lot
in Green Valley Lake Propermeans of 'artery "
ties.
Eukley Roberts, Thelma RobSAN ANTONIO, Tex
Sen John Tower, 11.--TieK;
erts. Billy Morgan. and Marannouncing that he will drop his favorite son status and
guerite Morgan to Marvin E.
support Richard Nixon for president'
Flood and Olive Flood; lot in
"I want you to know that on Monday I plan to an- Purdom-Miller Subdivision.
nounce I regard Richard Nixon as the man best qualified
Eli Guy Spann, Lame Spann,
by kileededge. experience and judgment to be the next Wayne WiLsOn.. and Jean Wilthe Unitied States and'I WIll work for his son to Milford Hicks and Marforeellint
cella Hicks; property on Kennimibeeliseand election "
tucky State Highway 121.
Geraldine C. Hall to Charles
- NEW YORK — UN Ambassador George Ball, co/liS. Knott and Patricia A. Knott:
r/tenting on Seri •Eugene-McCarthy's state intention to
property in Calloway County.
attend the Pans Pesc
- e Conference to • look in":
William A. Warren and Carol
"I can't believe he takes this seriously
. I can't Ann Warren to diaries C.
believe he woul4-110 anything eads as-Ws which would Stone and Hazel P. Stone: lot
confuse the situation
in William A. Warren Subdivision.
Guthrie Osbron and Beauton
Osbron to Billy Joe Kingins
land Shirley Kingins: property
on
Providence-John
Burton
Than bast set my feet in a large room. —Psalm 31:8. !blacktop road.
Calloway County Land ComHave you adieu:sled the possiblIMes right at hand?
pany-. Inc, to Frank R. Brown
Nene will move to a larger room wir'n you have
of New York. N. Y. lot in
Pine Bluff Shores Subdivision.
H. D. Roberts and Wand a
Roberts to E. S. Roberts and
Thelma Roberts; lot in Kings.
LEDGER a TIMES FILE
w ood Subdivision.
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MURRAY, KYNTUCKY

'MONDAY — JULY 1, 1968

ALMANAC
Today is Monday, July 1, the
183rd day of 1968 with 183 to
follow. This is Dominion Day
in Canada.
The moon is between its new
phase and first quarter.
The morning star is Saturn.
The evening star is Jupiter
On this day in history.
In 1898 'Teddy" Roosevelt
and his famed Rough Riders
took San Juan Hill in the Spanish-American War.
In 1932 Franklin D Roosevelt was nominated by the Democrats for the first time to
run for president. He was elected to four terms.
In 1946 the first post-war test
of the atomic bomb took place
at Bikini atoll in the Pacific.
A thought for the day: Roman poet Horace said, "He has
half the deed don, who this
made a beginning."

POLAROID FILM BONANZA
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Soviet Clergy Invited
Is-.orominerie,-4
NEW VORK414let — Three
oric . clergymed. has'e Invited representatives fromL '
Roman Catholir,
lic. Baptis , Jewish and Eastern 0
ox communities in
therPfibviet' Union to visit the
United States.
"We are firmly convinced,"
the invitation said," that meetings of theologians and clergymen from different parts of the
world., and exchanges of views
are not only beneficial for the
religions groups involved, but
that they Can -ao a long way
toward better understanding
between nations." The,invitation was sizned by the Rev.
editor of
Thurston N .Davis,
,
the Jesuit weekly America: the
Rev. Dr. Harold A. Bosley.
minister of Christ Church.
Methodist. and -Rabbi Arthur
Schneier. spiritual leader of
the Park East Synagogue.
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Bible Thoughtfor Today

SOL
WO

n Years Ago Today

.)4.finta3-ene of the Miele of 4.he Cardinals
out camps when the Red Birds will look for potential
tole league talent at Murray State College Field on July
7. 2, and 9
Jerry Don Duncan was honored with a surprise
otrthday gouty on his 13th birthday by his mother, Mrs.1
Alfred Duncan.
The American Legion and Auxiliary will hold their
annual picnic July'--7 at the City Park
Rev W D Orissurn of Memphis will be the speaker
fir the revival services at the Kirk.sey Methodist Church,

10 Years Ago Today
LEDGER•TIMES FILE
•

-fifidence Is
Needed In Court)
WASHLNGTON (UP1)-- Sen.
Howard Baker Jr., R-Tenn., re
pealed his opposition Friday to
the appointment of Abe Fortas,
a Tennessee native as Chief
Justicesof the U. S. Supreme FOR "SAFER" SMOKES' A reCourt
tired aeronautical;
engineer
Baker, in response to- a Sen
orn,Millbrae. QM.. exhibate Judiciary Committee in- its his invention in San
quiry, said he objected to the Francisco which he clhirns
appointment although his 'ob- .cuts not only Lars and nicjection to Fortes is riot person- •diTne
cigarette smoke, but
al. Baker also opposes the apeliminates many other harmpointment of Homer Thornberful substances formed in the
ry to the court.
high-temperature gases. He
"It is imperative that conficalls. it "a ,sizing ring, A cigdence be res-etored in our higharette ro. polled through a
eiCtilibunar," Baiter said.
-The way to do this is to hole sliiihtly smeller than a
wait until the people have pick- cigarette. This compresses
ed a new administration and the paper wrapper slightly
let that new administration and 'forms f I ti t e d ridges
which act as an sir passage
pick the court," he added
"That way the will of the pea- between the paper and tocooled'
pie will be more accurately rep- bacco, ,and the air
from 1,600 degrees to 950.
resented."

Insidletion of Murray's business district June 29 by
a deputy state Fire Marshall brought an unsatisfactory
repot
'
. Fire Chief Wilnain Spencer said -today.
Mrs Mary Jane Luton. age 90, died June 29 at the
home of her son, Garnet Luton, at Hangn.
The Calloway County Health Detliiirment and the
ONImentoside Dimease Center announce that the sprayow el homey with DDT is now going on and will cantune* MEI *eery resident of the city,. of Murray has been
.. •
offered the "wrier
Min Dim Ann Pool, daughter of MT:and Mrs Aussie
Pooi of Highland Park, Mich.„ formerly of Murray, and
An average 211.200
Bill Collins, on of Mr and MM. C7
:71E7-Collins of Detroit, daily use the panne persons
surface
Mich were Iliiirried June 17 transportation in
an Juan.
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BUT IT DOESN'T MATTER

Jim Reed had Just about given
on Playing pro
ball, even though he and a lot, a after pegple.thought
,
he could make the grade
He had played both basketballWid baseball, With
the emphasis on baseball, and had batted an Impress
ive
.375 his senior year at Central High Sera)(kinPe
air-

Cards Lose
Hands Down
- The Chicago Cubs caught up with Stevt
Carlton yesterday and handed St. Louis a 6-2 defeat behind
right-hander Bill Hands.

tilaztrzbattl
3Dp 10
limed coro 175 at Oats.
AMERICAN
Player Clue
o.o•rrinson 1100
'.•nrday Oat
• astozoentsko ftsn
Lnisender Al . n
F Howard Was
W.Horton Del
While NY
R Smith Bin
Carew Mon
Oioya Mon

LEAGUE
GAS B
60 211 36
61 191 24
72 241 Ai
72 276 36
li 270 36
66 225 34
72 257 42
71 257 33
49 194 22
73 275 32

H
66
$I
7)
110
78
64
73
73
SS
77

,
Pct. l
.3131
.3041
.303
.290
.289
.214
.21I4
.254
.211
.2110,

Home Rows
SINCE THE Cards' closest pursuers both lost also, they F Howard, W•snongton.
15
W Horton,
IS.
Detroit.
Harrelson. Posters.
16,
retained their 6,7 game lead in the National League.
IC met:weak
'•
Monnesota,
12.
Oliva.
fannesot*, 11. Powell. Barfirrore, 12.
Carlton, 8-4, who had beaten the Cubs twice earlier this sea•
Runs Sallee In
son including a one-hitter. was
.lowerd. Wash,ngton, 57, H•rrelSon,
nicked for three runs in the first =batnn,
JI.
Powell.
gaitirnore,
In
inning and yielded two more in IIko•ttroruo. Dermot. 47, W Horton. Delroot.
the fifth.
PUChtte.
Carlton hit Don Kessinger and
• Decisions
Jon.. Ch,c000. 7.0,
singles by Glenn Beckert, Billy Deteeot.
14)00.
M.LLilln.
"
14.2, 175; Loshe, Detroit, 5-1,
Williams and Randy Hundley 113; Wreelst.
Callfortua. 6.7 .730. Hiller,
DetrPt
5.2.
.714.
Perranosko,
MInnes0141.
staked the Cubs to a 3-0 first- 5-2. .714.
inning lead.
NATIONAL LEAGUE
Clue
THURSDAY, JULY 4
All a H Pd.
ST. LOUIS picked up a run in Player
M Alpo Poly
61 211 21 75 .355
1030-11 p. m.- Munson Out; the third on singles by Lou 0051 Con
'S 310 52 107 .34
Pans Mon
46-1110-,344-doors .
Brock and Curt Flood and an Flood OIL
Ch. 8.
76 315 4/ *9 .314
A Johnsen Con
•• •
72 lee 44 tI2 .313
error by shortstop Jose Arcia Charles
Jim Reed
NY
551S1 20 56'.301
but the Cubs came back with Molten All
SATURDAY, JULY 6
66 252 19 47 .306
Erete NY
65 214 111 65 .301
ardeau, Missouri: No scout contacted him.
p. m.-Car and Track two in the fifth on a single by F •rou All
74 3U 32 95 .303
MCCovey
SF
63
271 41 46 _.759
Williams
, Ron Santo's walk, a
He then came to Murray State University and.lhe . . . Ch. 4.
double
by
Ernie Banks and an
Home 11.Phs
14 p. m.-Basehall
. Ch.
only uniform he wore was the baseball uniform, and he
Mt Corey. San FranCiaco. 20, H
Aaron
infield force.
Ailente, 15. Hort. San F rencosco. 15
DETROIT-Sitting in the Tiger dugout. manager Mayo Smith peek,%, between hi
played some outstanding ball for Coach,Johnny Reagan's 4.R Anert.
PhIgselelroa.
ngers
14,
Slareell.
Jim Hickman had a solo Pittsburgh.
4-5
p.
m.
-Buick
Open
Golf
at the centerfield scoreboard as his league-leading Tigers were sent to a 12-0 defeat by
13Racers batting a fine .355 during the past season. Bit,
homer for the Cubs in the
_ornament . . . Ch. 5.
the Chicago White Sox.
Rune batted In
still no scout contacted him.
McC4t. San Francisco.
.
4-5.30 p. m.-Wide World of eighth.
52. /Perez.
Co /mob.
MG -Santo. ChiCege. 64;
He then tried out for, and made, the Murray team
Hands,
7-5, broke a personal Celteda, St Uwe, 43; Bench, Cincinnati.
Sports . . Ch. 8.
walking in pitch darkness. Each
the 'rri-State League, coached by Mike Stranak.
•• •
four-game losing streak to St.
Louis
step 'trey find him dropping
as he scattered eight hits
PlIchlog
played fine in several games in the league, but still no
SUNDAY, JULY 7
6 Doehlees
suddenly 'Soto 'water many feet
Marochal.
San Frencisco.
1-3 p. m.-Soccer
scout contacted him.
143,
. Oak- including a -to-out eighth in- KOOSIINIA.
1124:
New York, 11.3, AI; Selma,
ning
home
deeper than. where he stood
run
by
Bob
Tolan.
land
New
vs.
York,
Kansas
City . Ch.
7.2, .7711; glass. Pletebiareh.
Then came the announcement that the St Louis
Devulake, Los Angelo% - Marbefore taking -the- last step.
IT. LOUIS
CHICAGO
r w—
Cardinals would have a try-out camp in Paducah, the 5,
et vitt bl
.
Often. when this become litIf
3-5 p. m.-Golf . . . Buick
last week in June. Jim was undecided about going, but
rot
SIIic
t
.
7Inr"
s
erally the last- step,„ a second
learlecowee04404071.00000/141104
Open, final round . Ch 5.
c
ó
Ia.ckeet
5
2b
II
then Mike Stranak told him he should go and that he
is
drowning results when a non3:30-5 p. m.-Golf, U S. Wowould go with him.
Conclusions reached from a erate to high winds creating swimmer or poor swimmer atmens Open, final round . . r,1:;;;;31 g g
401
bc g =
Jim and Mike made the trip to Paducah last week, Ch.- 8.
tempts to rescue the victihs
special study- of water safety wave aation.
ss
.
3 0 0 0 HIckmen rf 4.1 1_3_
ros on
0 1 0 PNilio, cf
301
,..,444.04.
problems were released today All small- boat operators are
The .1...Percy Priest Reservo
e .•
and when Buddy Lewis saw Jim *Cork out he wanted, to
fl
heso
04.1111114110 O'4'4•4:1*:**N"'
000014andse
3000
_eff,
rds ph 1 0 I 0
tl,y,„the Nashrille District, U. S. urged to watch for. increasing has countless such depressions
'•
sign him then, and have him report this week. Mit
11431,14111
el 0.00-•
•
Army Corps of Engineers.
.
- wind in these wid.-2 areas and in the rugged terrain _beneath
-I-Illocker on
American League
I 1.0'
Uncle Sam had other ideas. The draft board said if he -40'1
•.,,..jaYier 20
1 000
.
Woe Lost Pct. .411
65. •
-Col. Jesse L. Fishback, dis- to seek safety in the coves and its surface and Col. Fishback
didn't stay in school this summer he would
27
.64
draftac
o-2-8 r
C
C'e
lerud
veland
Total
31 & 8 6
3s_ 111
that all non-swimmers34 ....130
.535.--7
5W., trict -eogineer, said the study along the shore when the wa- warn
'Asttr
is defeated Mete.
iTi
nw
th004
g
men
..a l, „ee l
so Jim is going to slay in summer school ate- then
114.1
of 112 drownings in Nashville ter becomes rough.
61°1" -24).
ak swimmers wear life
. U
, 'I:
35
.521
9
C"
hicago
--P
3
g
ile115Oakland
tend the fall term, so that, he will graduate next, Janu5'
District lakes during the past Emphasis was placed on two jackets while wading or playEArcia
-aiotton
.11wn State League Results
orno•
B
C os
1.041-5/Louis e.
3
36
7
3
36
7
:5
500
6 10
ary. He then will report to the Cardinal's camp in sara- •
„--.1Tolan 13), Hickman 11)
2
3:
472 717:1
..3.0
ing along the shore.
five years was made in an ef- conditions
(First Game)
New York
33
39
•:411-131.1
which contribute to
sots. Fla., next spring. Buddy Lewis didn't think he. Sheol Ser. 021
UP
Chocaeo
31
H IEBBBSO
40
.437 15
fort to help the public in using boating
Touching on the swimming
701 1-12 9 1 Carlton (L.11-1)
accidents
Washineten
,
6
5 S 5 S 5
especiall
y
if _fated-it:es, Col.
would be there long, but would move on up the laddrr. Murray
Hughes
the new J. Percy Priest Lake the operator
7
1 1
Fishback- said
I 0 3
102 000 0- 3 9 4 lora.
is
not
thoroughly
twa-o
Yesterday's Results safely.
ra a 2 1 7
There are six boys in Jim's family and all of them
1411P-CmIton
Anderson and Alcock; Smith,
IKesainew
California S. Washonglon '4
Hands
familiar with the reservoir. One that often -good swimmers areIloien1 7-3 27 A-1.414
gattomore 6, monesota •
Although ,a previous study is- the
have taken an active part in sports,. but Jim its the -first akither (4) Tidwell (4) Stranak
New Yttrk 4, Oakland 2
existence of rock ledges unable to estimate distances
Clentiand 7, beetog L,
reflects a generally consitent in areas
(7) and' Felts.
to get a chance to play prO-balt"--•
I•
where the original accurately across water. ExRangers of the National Hockfv
Chicago 17. Cletroftvg
' •
statistical pattern of conditions ground
.1seend Gahm
Jim has always been a Ca
is covered by- onTy a perienced river people often
League.
Todirks
lend "Is ,sry Shep.
ti
tipmes
and. actiVities which result in shallow depth
have difficulty in judging such
Ser. 200 042 1-9 11 3
MInnesote l50,we11 7
pleased that they were the one to pick himcup.
at Cleveland
Tkat-tuk, a 20-year-old center,
of svater. The
.V
drovvnings, it also indicates that otheris
7-7), night
210 110 0-5 11 3 had a brief trial with the Rang. (McDowell
the presence of drift distances; - and the inexperiencCalHornia Ilrunet 6-81 at Detroot 11,4Now this should be a leoTj.to some of the boys in Murray
a differeing degree of hazard material which
ed person Will often underestiCI 5-41, ntghl
Durbin and Hayden; Archer, era last season.. He
is partially sub15 the first
New York (Downing 0-1) al V•assonefen
this area . . don't sit back
for a specific activity ,exists merged.
mate distance as much as 30
Pascual 7-4). night
anck wait for a scout to find Tidwell (4) Reed (5) and Davis. member of the New York
team
you if you want to play ball, go'put and find the scout.
(nicest° (Priddy 163) If Baltimore from one reservoir to another.
or
40 per cent.
Col.
McNally
11-61,
night
Fishback
to
agree to terms for the 1987-.
Many times boys are overlooked, and it isn't their fault
These conditions and activi- drift is inherent explained that
Oakland (Dobson 5.71 at groston (Elk,
As a precaution for - this,
- SIGNS PRO-WPACT
68 season.
upon impoundswarth 5-57. nigbt
_
ties have been correlated With ing a new
that they are Sometimes a scout- doesn't hear
NEW YORK UPS' - Walter
reservoir and that Fishback offered this general
the special study_naaila.oL
Tkaczuk. ratod-the--beek--fattror--- —
boy, or sometime-I they see
-feet ronfi— National League
tire- --11
efforts of rale! -"If-you
-6
trWon Lost Pct.
dent that you can swim twice
hockey player in Canada, today
OS 14,200-acre J. Percy Priest Lake Corps crews
Portsmouth. N. K.. was on • St. Locos
having a bad day.
remove
to
.
such
4e
30
.45
„..
in an effort to predict the most material, a
s- igned his first professional ginally referred to as "Straw. Agents
.
39
36
MI Mk
Jim is a fine example of thii, he has had
h
d o boaters the distance across a cove ait
San Prancosto
40
37
319 .-4.4- likely comfation of circume en- contract wj,th
L0s Angeles
the New York berry Henke."
40
38
will
.513
7
exist
for
at
reer In baseball, but was overlooked for some reason
s the next to an island, then don't try it.'
'7ihcinoat, .
37
37
stances th
.500 11
or4
might cause loss two recreatio
Records in the Nashville ffir
Pittsburgh .
nal seasons.
36
36
.500 11
other, but Jim took matters into his own hands,
New York
of life on the new, reservoir
31
38
and Oh June 10, which was three weeks ago, Kenny Horn, of
.486 9
As for the rock ledges in trict for the past 20 years,
Ptynactelphi•
33
36
9•It
went to a tryout camp, and was signed to a contrac
whiCh• wil ••be dedicated June shallow areas,
33
t:. the Astros, in the Pony League, hit a grand slam home °little°
11
.446 12
Nashville Dis- when Dale Hollow was impound,
Houston
.
32
.427 75/
Attend those teyout camps even if you have to
1
2 29.
ditee,run. •
trict
reservoi
r
managem
ent per- ed, follow the same *statistical
Yesterday's Results
a little ways, after all about all you can lose is a
Cif the 112 drownings studied, sonnel are carrying
lit
Now York I. Houston 0
out
Bill Cutchin, who has done a fine job of getting me
an ac.; pattern as those in the special
39-or 35 per ceet --; took place ceierateci
Pittsburgh 5, Pholadelfono.
travel time, and a day of school or work, and
study-90 per cent result
prcigram
of
it may
placing
Chicago 6. St. Lows 2 _
e results of all the Pony League games, called me and
"*. while the victim was engaged channel markers
C ncinnato -5i San Francosto 3
well worth it.
and special from the conditions covered r
told me about it. I wrote it down, and lost it -on my desk,
Los Aneeles 3. Atlanta 2
boating.
in
Of these 39, 17 re- hazard buoys. The
If you didn't go to the Cardinal's camp last
markers an the 112 drownings of the asweek. Or which is very easy to do because of all the things that
Today's Came
sulted when the boat turned Priest Lake
even if you did, and you think you have a chance
conform
to the five years.
St Louis IGibsco OA) et Let Armetes
, go to.
over and 17 occurred when th Uniform Waterwa
piled on it
Drysdale 10-41. eight'
The conclusion is obvi s,'
s Marking Sythe next one that is being held in this area, and give are Bill
Conctronato (Malcnev ha)" at Roust..
victim fel from the boat. T
told MP about it again, about a week later. and Aicstl 5-81, Meer!
stem and Fishback urged all Fishback said. "If all pers
It a try.
Attosto INiek1S1-5-6) at Ian Sranctsco came from a fire o
T loo the rvA, again But. I found it this morning and (Solon
boaters to learn the meanings would wear life jackets while
22)
53)
-/ Best of luck to Jim, we all hope he makesit
Philadelphia (Snort 5-11 al Chum, three.7 deaths involved' a boat
all the decided it would be best that I write something about (Nye
of the various shaped and col- boating and if non-swimmers
4-8 or Holtzman 541
way to the top.
but auses.are unknown.
and poor saimmers would wear
Only genies scheduled .
aced buoys.
it, sO here it is
drownin
A
er 37
gs occurToo many people wade Meng such jacketa.axhile wading and
Kenny Horn hit a grand slam honks* .en Monday,
red while non-swimmers, most- the shore of
Sometimes it is just impossible to do anything right
an imponded reser- playing along the shore, virtunet 10, 1968. Nice going Kenny!
ly children. Were wadirtg or voir as if
it were a developed ually all. of the deaths on these
playing, near the shore. Eight beach
with gently sloping bot- reservoirs would be prevented."
persons drowned when they tom. Nothing
could .be more
drove automobiles-into the lake; erroneou
s; a non-swimmer out
27 lost their lives' while swim- from the
shoreline of a man- Santo Domingo, capital of
ming; and one fatality was while made impound
ment in unfamil, the Dominican Republic, is the
the victim was scuba diviog.
MONDAY, JULY 1
tar waters is in the same sit- oldest settlement in the WestConclusions reached by the ation
Little League
as a mountain climber ern Hemisphere.
study are:
Twins vs Reds
Most
boating
accident
fatalCubs vs. Nato
ities could haie been Preterned
Pony League
by the proper use-of-life jackMets vs. Phils
'eta.
Astros vs. Dodgers
Small boat operators must be
alert at all times to such conTUESDAY, JULY 2
ditions as increasing winds,
Little League
changing reservoir larrian and
Cards vs. Yanks
channel markers.
A's vs. Astros
(Non,Swimmers must be supervised carefully ,-and the
WEDNESDAY, JULY 3
swimming area mUst be eXamLittle.League,
inel clotely to determine unPractice
derwater features..
Twins and AstrosMost swimming fatalitiu take
place When • the swiMMil atTHURSDAY, JULY 4
tempts to wsira beyond his
LittH League
durance.
A's vs. Cards
90 per cent of the recreaYanks vs. Twins
tional dross nirigs resulted from
Pony League
non-swimmers steeping into
Dodgers vs. Phils
deep areas avhile..wading alum:
Indians vs. Orioles
the shore; swinamers trying toAmerican Legion
cross -expanses of water that
Murray at Paris, Tenn.
are top wide for their physical
enurance; overloaded
boats
FRIDAY, JULY 5
swamping, with non-swimmers
Little League
and poor swimmers not wearing
Reds vs. Cubs
life jackets; and non-swimmer.
Astros vs Nets
or poor Wiltillrez,s falling or
being thrown from boats.whije
SATURDAY, JULY 6
not wearing life.-jackets.
Little League
Col. 'Fishback said approxiPractice
mately -50 per cent of the vicA's and Nats
tims were under 20 years.old.
Pony Leapt)*
In relating - the conclusionS
rair.'
Indians vs. Astros
to J. Percy pijr....st Reservoir,
Orioles vs. afets
FiNback 'pointed . out lhat ill
American Legion
Paducah at Murray (2) 5:30 the lower expanses parts of
this lake ars from three to
tour Miles wide.TIME TRIALS II A
. • .•7'"'
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expected ihat small _boats
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.1 be unsaf"ben there are mod-.
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Study Completed On Water
Safety, Cause Of Drowning
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—CYCLE CLUB TRACK s
JULY 4th

5 Miles West on Hwy,121
South-- on Locust Grove
Church Road Follow Signs
from Murray

WURS:
mrsday
00
30-8:00
30-5:00
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Susan Alexander
Family
'Ferguson
s
Honored Recently
I Reunion Held Al
A shower was given in honor
Suiten Alexander prior
I The Osbron Home of Misswedding
to Larry Cunn-

. 4mm.
rir

••••••---

Mrs. J. B. Burkeen . .

Phone 753-1917 or 753-4947
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Miss Betsy Riley
Presides At Meet
Of Rainbow Girls

••

—••••

SOCIAL CALENDAR

Murray Assembly No. 19 Or
der of the Rainbow for Girls
held its regular meeting at the
Masonic Hall
Miss Betsy Riley. worthy advisor, presided, and Miss Donna Boyd, recorder, read the
minutes.
Persons introduced and wel"!
comed were Miss Rosetta Robs
ertson, Grand Worthy Assoc,late Advisor; Miss Donna Boyd.
grand representative to Colorado. Miss Betty Riley, grand
representative to North Dakota;
Miss Anita Flynn, past grand
Colorado;
to
representative
Miss Joyce Winchester, past
grand representative to Vermont; Miss Lynn Watson. put
grand representative to Canada;
Miss Barbie Keel, past grand
representative to Japan; Mrs
Janice Nesbitt, worthy matron
of Murray Star Chapter No. 433
Order of the Eastern Star.
The worthy advisor, Miss RI• ley, gave ,report on the Grand
Assembly. Grand officers serving in the 1968 session were
given a hardy welcome by the
Assembly.
Plans . were started for tile
Founders Day Picnic to be held
July 8 with an all day outing
at Kentucky Dam State Park.
An initiation was held with
the degrees of the Assembly being conferred upon Misses
Berlsara Sledd. Ginger Colson,
Donnda Starks. and Teresa McCord.
Other members present, not
previously mentioned, were Pat
Evans. Marilyn Lasater, Paulette Markovich, Diane Donel; son. Lana Kavanaugh, Claudia
Weldl,_40.1_Lrene Futrell..
Adults present were Mrs.
Frances Churchill. mother advisor. Mrs. Sue Flynn, Mrs Jaze.
ice Nesbitt, Mrs. Brenda Newberry. Henry Sledd, and Char
les Starks.
The next regular meeting
will be held on Tuesday. July
2, at seven pm. at the Masonic
Hall. An initiation will be held.
•••
Siss.

Monday, July 1
The regular monthly meeting
of the Dexter Community Center will be held at the Center
at seven p.m.
•••
The Murray State Universits
Women's Bridge Club will meet
at the Student Union Building
,at 7:30 pin For reservations
call Martha Slow 753-669/ or
Polly Seale 753-7770.
•••
The Lottie Moon Circle of
the First Baptist Church WMS
will meet at the home of Mrs.
Eugene Tarry at 7:30 p.m.
•••

The Katnieen Jones Circle of
the First Baptist Church VIALS
will meet with Mrs. E. D. Shipp.m.
ley at 7
Se.

Tuesday, July 2
The Woman's Society of
Christian Service of the First
United Methodist Church will
have a covered dish dinner at
the social hall at 6:30 p.m The
program will be presented on
the World Federation of Methodist Women.
•••
The Dexter Homemakers Club
will meet at the Dexter Community Center at 9:30-ani.
•• •
Murray Assembly No. 19 Os..
der of the Rainbow for G
WM meet at the Masonic Hall
at-liven
, •
• The Annie Armstrong
the First Baptist Church
ViMS will meet with Mrs. Vernon Nance at 7:30 p.m.

of

t ••

'Mrs. Ferguson Is
Honored At-Shower
At The White Home

•

^

Miss Titsworth Is
Honored Tuesday
At Irvan Home

•

-Cunningham Home The honoree chose to wear
Scene Of Shower - from
her trousseau a broven
iinen dress and was presented
ForBride-elect

Mks Susan AlexandeE, bride a corsage of yellow daisies by
'abet, daughter of Mr and Mrs the hostesses
Mien Alexander. was honored
1L•shower held at the home
. 1ela
Miss Titsworth was presented
Mr. and. Mrs W. A. Cunning
with a lovely hand painted tray
six juice glasses as a wedThe gracious hostesses for with
ding gift from the hostesses.
the oocasion were Mrs Joe Lee
and Mrs. James Wells Nix
The room wart decorated with
The guests were seated at inwhitge4rinirning hanging across
with
The refreshment dividual tablet overlaid
.the `Oom
cloths and centered table wlikcovered with. a white white linen
lovely arrangements of
cloth with "Issilver bell in the with
yellow dttsies and
design with a centerpiece of a white and
breath. Place cards in
lbaby's
doll.
bride
motif were used.
The gift table was overlaid the wedging
cloth.
with a beige lace
For the occasion- the bride- )%stes -were marked for Miss
elect chose to wear a hot pink VickieSpiceland, Miss Marydress with white lace and was Keys Ruluell, Miss Madge Mcpreiented with a pink corsage. Cullsin?i Mies. Mary Jo Oakley.
Her mother was presented with Mrs. Top Perdew, Miss Ruth
L. Oakley,
a red and white carnation cor- Titsworth, Mrs.
Mrs. L. I. Pinktey;\,.Rrs. J. D.
- •
sage
Mrs. Hswkr.d Tit.s
-- The guests were greeted by Rayburn,
the hostesses and were asked 20.riverthr the honoree, and thatuaa
sign,.the -guest list by Mrs Joe tesses.
James
•

'

•

8.

to her
ingham at the new home of the
future bridal couple.
Hostesses for the event wart,
Mrs. Mem 0. Alexander, tits
honoree's mother, and Mrs WI
Sam E Dunn, a dear and vets
close friend of the honoree.
The bride-elect chose to wear
a white lace dress and was pre
sented with a yellow corsage.
The gift table was covere6
with a white lace cloth and
a large bell hung above thi
table.
Refreshments were served
from the lovely appointed table
centered with a bridal centerpiece.

Four and Five Year
Old Groups Have
Picnic On Thursday

set

Foy Home Is Scene
Of Dinner Party
For Bridal Couple

Brown Home Scene
Of Shower Given
For Mrs. Hopkins

__Down ihe
By Abigail

Van Buren

ioui
DEAR A BB Y: I am a divorcee with children 1nmy
capacity as a secretary I had access to all the details of a very
messy divorce involving an executive ie my company tHis
wife dese'rted him, and he recently divorced her and was given
custody of their children.1
I invited hint to a party at my home, and on the invitation I
wrote. if 1 can be cf any help ii 'our present predicament,
please let me know.'
He did not even acknowledge my invitation
I am very confused about this Did I use poor taste in
offering my help' Did I perhaps embarrass him' Or should I
take this as an indication that he doesn't want anything to do
with me' Your opinion would be appreciated
CONFUSED
ek.cage Trilliparm S P4m UM&

•

DEAR CONFUSED: Your offer to help him in his "present
predicament" was an Innocent blunder, since you learned the
details of it from sour aCCes% to other sources, and not from
him. You may have humiliated. if not irritated. him by your
well-intentioned intrusion into his private affairs Meanwhile
be should have acknowledged your invitation. let things
simmer.

SAVE $2°'
P LAYTE

DEAR ABBY A friend of mine who married and moved
out of town wrote that she and her husband were corning to
_town next monfh We see each other only once a year Mid keep
in touch by letter She wrote "We would love to see you, so
why don't you throw aparty. inviting some people we knos^
We'd cure enjoy it "
had intended to invite her and her husband for an
evening, but I didn't plan on throwing a pa*, mainly because
we have no mutual friends
My husband is furious He says she has a lot of nerve, and
I should not invite her here at all
She really ira Mee person, and out friendship goes back .
long •.a y How can I get out of this gracsfully'
STUCK

LYC R A

ALL STYLES,

DEAR STUCK: Proceed with your original plan and
Ignore her suggestion to -throw a party." Since 751 (onsider
her a "nice person %sits not dig up a couple of other chums
whose friendship goes back a long way and hasp an all-girl
party ia the afternoon' That way your husband will have no
compigiets and yes won't feel guilty

naturally for today's fashions.
Playtex mokes.this special offer becauSithey are
certain that once you enjoy the wonderful control and

a

Regular Panty: XS, S. M, C. Reg. $il 95, NOW $9.95
Girdle: XS, S. M. L Reg $10 95. NOW $11.95
XL Reg $11 95. NOW $9.95
Hurry'

•

this sale is fora limited time only,

•

•
•
•
•

.•

AS-SEEN
ON TV

•
•
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r
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Everybody has a problem. What's years? Few a personal
reply write to Abby Rol 1571e, Les Ample., Cal., 9590 sod
enclose a stamped, self-addressed esvelepe. •

•

•

Long Leg Panty: XS, S. kl, L Reg $13.95, NOW $11.95
xl. Reg $14.95, NOW $12 93

CONFIDENTIAL Til) "D. K. P IS BROOKLYN": I once
read .•compromise makes a geed umbrella bat a poor roof •
It
will do as a ternporitry measure, but don't expect it to sh, [ter
you indefinitely

.1

a
•

comfort of Playtex "Double Diamonds" Lycra
Girdles, you'll never settle for less.

DEAR ABBY. May I say a word about male surgery to
prevent unwanted children/ My husband had a vasectomy and
I. am here to testify that it is the greatest' We are in our 70s
and an, still lovers We have no regrets for not having our own
children, and we've helped 45 delinquent children to become
better citizens
For people with a background of inherited, birth defects or
those'vsith rxcupations which keep them on the run, or for folk like us who were the oldest of large, poor families and ha.,
had it. it is a blessing
RESPECTS HUMAN LIFF

HATE TO WRITE LF:TTERSIT REND II TO ARS Y. BOX
MM. LOS ANGELES. CAL, 91111119, FOR ARBY.It BraoRI,W11—
"HOW TO WRITE LETTFAS FOR Al.kielkICASIONS"

4
4

4

Now—save $2 00 on all styles of Playtex "Double
Diamonds" Lycra Girdles.,.with Double Diamonds panels
of Lycra for double control in the Stomach, waist and
hips plus double Lycra panels in batk to curve you

•••

'

•

"DOUBLE DIAMONDS" GIRDLES-„

••••da.

•

>.

'Good Deed' Goes

•

•
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TedaY's dining MOMS are ap
Important as dining rooms us;
Is be. In the daytime a din
Her - ohildren present ware
Ins room should be bright. Al
Mr. and Mrs Boib Williams of
fightM shouid offer privacy
Hazel, Mr. and Mrs. Bill ThompThis Is a round-about way of
son of Murray,, Mr. and Mrs.
laying that the most satisfactCecil Whitlotch of Hopkinsville,
ory window treatrnsnt for a dinMr. and Mrs. Hugh Osbron of
Twenty children in the four Hazel, Mr. and Mrs. Brent Hart
ing room is one that will be adand five year old Sunday morn- of Pursear, Tenn , Mr. and Mrs.
justable. Draw curtains, cafe
ing and Wednesday night Bible Bill Bradshaw of Hollywood,
curtains, or double-tiered curclasses of the University Church Fla. Mr. and Mrs. Holland Fera ap tains which are not traniparl,
the U.S. Consumer spends or to invisible dam Is
of Christ enjoyed a picnic guson of Paris, Tenn., and Eveant are the answer. Shadee
dotter.
merit,
billion
ire than 2'i
Thursday afternoon, June 27, rett Ferguson of Hazel.
and shutters are adjustthnds,
hangtegs
Save
sat3.
• lually for dry cleaning
at the City Park. Hostesses were
es.
able, too, but they do not lirthe dry
es. Considering the quantity and pub along to
their teachers: Martha Jean Bohag a dining room the warmth
Mrs. Ray Steele of Highland
Aitd variety of articles a dry er any special care lestellelielL
wen, Sine Davis. Anna rays
in mind the tot and color it is likely to need.
Mich.,
was
Park.
Krop
Mrs.
Fergu4.
put
to
upon
called
is
iirsner
Taylot and Rofella Williams
dry down —Mrs. Juanita Amonett.
son's daughter who could not
through the complex process- periods for the
While the teachers prepared
•• •
abould
WI;
ends
week
be
present.
like
refinishing,
and
cleaning
es of
the evening meal of grilled
Mrs.
CatherbIlL
—
vowed.
things
few
so
it is amazing that
hamburgers and hot dogs and
Also attending were fifteen
Sgt and Mrs. Thomas I.
Thompson
wising.
ent —
briplirovidity
all the fixings, the children of the grandchildren an eleven Pierce who were married on really go
•••
remove
can't
drycleaner
for
The
opportunities
Devlopms
on
played games and played
more
a
toward
trend
of the great grandchildren, with May 25 at the First United Me- all stains in all cases; however,
With the
about,,
learn
to
people
riling
the swings. Older girls helping a total of fifty persons present thodist Church were honored
portable
living,
casual way of
the consumer can help by:
to lead games were: Karen Bo- for the special occasion.
seemed an in- commajnity development, to tng
with a dinner held at the loveI Taking the stained gar- appliances. have
participate
wen, Susan Williams, Cindy Daenjoyed
A picnic dinner was
ly home of Mr. and Mrs. S. V merit to the cleaner as soon al• creasingly important place in their energies and
in community improvements,
vis and Cindy McCollum.
for
and
planning
by the group which was served Foy of Panorama Shores.
meal
family
possible.
ter soiling as
Today in Community service and beautiMrs. Pierce is the former
on the back lawn of the Osbron
2 Call attention to the clean- entertaining guests.
pre- fication projects. 4-Hers benebeing
daughter
Wrather,
is
Jo
food
BartheLa
home.
homes
many
Those attending were: Deb• • •
the fit by making their own comwherever
Yandal
Wrao
Mrs.
and
served
Mr.
of
pared and
bie Hooks, Bob Hall, Gina Garplace to live
ther of Murray. Sgt. Pierce is
family decides to eat. Whether munity a better
sus,. Julie Gargus, Timmy Feltlearning how
the son of Mr. and Mrs. James
it's indoors for lit-down cook- They benefit by
ner, Timmy Miller, Alan Boyd, Hearty Dressing
Hearty blue cheese dressing Luther Pierce of Savannah, Ga.
ing convenience at the table or people must work together to
Jennifer Williams, Carol Sims,
whether
The bridal couple was preoutdoors for easy meal prepar- Improve conditions —
Suzanne Bogard, Jerry Work- combines a seasoned oil and
reN
natural
to
mayonrelated
be
with
these
blend
vinegar
modern
the
silver
a
beautiful
patio,
with
the
sented
on
ation
man, Melissa Davis, Richard
A miscellaneous shower I n homemaker is finding portable sources, ccemnurrity flcillUs
Mix together 34 cup of tea and coffee service by the
Rollins_ Rita Rollins. Gary Gal- naise
Hopkins,
Palmer
Mrs.
salad oil, es cup of vinegar and hosts and the guests attending. honor of
appliances the perfect and services, or providing a
loway, John Bowen, Jimmy
Herndon) was giv- electric
14 cup of paprika Add 34 CUP
A delicious dinner was serv• (Beverly Jo
— Mrs. Barletta Wm- helping hand to those with
answer
West, Julie Williams, Trent I
lovely
pound) of blue
about
4
en on the patio of the
special needs. — Mrs. Dean
ther.
Thompson, and Stacy Curd. Mo- cheese. crumbled, 1 tablespoon ed.
Brown,
Mrs. Tommy
•• •
Roper.
Included in the dospitality home of
thers attending were Jean West of lemon juice, 2 cup of mayDrive.
•••
were Sgt. and Mrs. Pierce, Mr. Dogwood
Meybe it's not home cooking.
and Nancy Williams.
onnaise. 1 teaspoon of dry and Mrs Yandal Wrather, Mr.
Hostesses were Mesdames
You have 24 hours a day —
of eating
value
retail
the
Know
Tommy
Brandon,
mustard and I tablespoon of
Mrs. Ted Howard and chil- Marshall
out? About $72 billion a year how do you spend it? You have
Only two members of the worcestershire. sauce
Blend and
Ronnie Shelton.
and
Brown
Sims
Glen
Mrs.
and
Mr.
dren.
— In food and non-alcoholic
hung
bell
classes were unable to attend. well. Refrigerate several hours.
A large wedding
Mrs. Ray Broach
alone! That's the
children.
snd
beverages
umbrelThey were David Conner, who but serve at room temperature
from the center of the
Ezell,
consumed in the sssnle amount of time as the
Doris
Mrs.
what's
children,
and
1
of
value
was out of town, and Beth Tay- sRefrtgerate - leftovers Makes
la with small wedding bells more than 371,000 away-from:
ellow — 24 hour's.-- spa
Mrs.
and
Mr.
Leslie,
Larry
Mrs.
21 2 cups.
lor, who Was sick.
around the table where
_
establishments, ac- you make the rules.----i•
eating
!C. 0. Bendurant. and Mr. and placed
home
the many lovely gifts were dis- cording to a new report by the
r all, what do we want —
1I Mrs Foy.
played.
.• •
I e/ This is a question
US. Department of Agriculture. out
Mrs. Hopkins was presented The survey did not include ele- we all have"tQ answer We must
; Sweet
a gift corsage of white carnaschools, find happinels where we are
One Of the- easiest candles to tions, surrounded by miniature mentary, secondary
miss it a/tocorrectional institutions, torn- today or we may
make at home is quick pea- vegetables
carriers, Fed- gether. — Miss Irma Hamilton.
passenger
inertial
nut brittle Spread 2 cups of
Games were played and pris- eral hospitals and boarding
elled unsalted peanuts over
won by Mrs. Rudy IAhouses If they were included—
1 chtly oiled cookie sheet es were
Mrs Cloyce Hopkins,
and
•••
vett
imagine the total figures' —
Caramelize 2 cups of :sugar by
Mrs.
to
them
presented
What makes pie dough toughl
Mrs Maxine Griffin.
melting it In heavy pan over who
•••
low heat, stirring until light Hopkins.
Pie dough is tough when too
Refreshments of Cokes and
I ask the peo- little fat or too much water is
should
brown Remove from heat Add
Where
after the
1, teaspoon of baking power cookies were served
sit at a dinner used or when the fat is not
many ple be asked to
and stir only enough to blend. bride had opened her
paety? If the hostess musf also mixed properly. Over-mixing
gifts.
Quickly pour over nut* In a lovels
wait on the table, her place is pastry after adding the water
thin layer Cool and break in- The hostesses presented Mrs. at the end of the table nearest also will make it tough —piss
toasdice
to pieces
Makes about I Hopkins with a four
the kitchen, but, when there is Frances Hanes.
pound
ter.
hired help, the twisted; faces

Wednesday, July 3
The Flint Baptist Church Women's Missionary Society will
meet at the church' at seven
p.m.
•• •
The Cherry Corner Baptist
Church Woman's Missionary
Society will meet at the church
at 7:30 pm.
• ••
Thursday, July 4
The relatives and friends of
Bert T. G. Shelton and Mrs.
Bessie Cole will have a reunion at the City Park with a basket lunch to be served.
Family Day will be held at
Mrs Richard Ferguson was the Calloway 'Vrunty Country,
complimented with a baby Club. Nine holes special play
shower on Saturday evening; golf from nine a.m to 12 noon,
June 22, at seven o'clock at the open golf play and swimming
din-bane of Mrs. Johnny White of In the afternoon, potluck
Hazel Route Two with Mrs. ner at 6.30 p.m Members of
the planning committee are
Bobby Clayton as cohostess
The honoree chose to wear Messrs and Mesdames C. C.
Richa pink dress and was present- Lowry, Cleburne Adams,
Frank.
ed a hostesses' gift corsage of ard Orr, and•Jim
•
•
pink carnations in which was
Friday, July 5
tied a blue baby rattler.
will
Attending the register was-- The Senior Citizens Club
at the
Miss Cathy Clayton. The guests have a potluck luncheon
Ellis
signed their names in the hon. Community Center on
Mrs Olive
oree's baby book which was on Drive .4, one p.m.
Mrs. Norman Klapp
. a square table covered with a Higen-•aind
pink cloth and featuring a pink Will be hostesses.
• ••
floral arrihgement and a stork
The Nellie Outland Sunday
holding twin dolls.
the Cherry CorThe gifts. were placed ize.- a School Class of
will have a
Church
Baptist
ner
by
opened
later
bassinet and
at the home of
supper
potluck
the honoree.
Roberts at seven.
The door prize, a China pig- Mrs. Hoyt
gy bank, was won by Mrs. Woo- pJR.
dard Clayton and presented to
the honoree.
The dining table was spread
with ecru lace over blue and
centered by a blue and white
floral arrangement end blue
lighted tapers .in a_double China candleholder Pink punch,
pink iced cakes. nuts, and
mints were served by the hosA delightful courtesy exterxiteases.
ed to Miss Anne Titsworth,
sweet
Dainty bouquets of
bride-elect of John Steven Benpeas in nursery planters were nett, was the luncheon given by
placed at vantage points to fur- Mrs. John T. Irvan and Mrs.
ther carry out the theme °I Louis C Ryan at the lovely'
the shower.
home of Mrs. Irvan on North
APProximidel, fifty Per"' Tenth Street on Tuesday. June
attended or sent gifts.
25, at twelve-thirty o'clock in
• •• "
the afternoon.

•

•
•

Eight of the nine children of
Mrs. Headley Ferguson who is
87 years of age met in the home
of Mr and Mrs Hugh Osbron
for dinner on Sunday

MONDAY - JULY 1, 1964
_
the !arisen. The host is at Mt
opposite end of the table. The
mod honored lady guest Is usmalty seated at the right of the
hoot, the most honored man
guest is seated at the right of
the hostess — Mies Patricia
Everett.
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Any female child born in 1868 had a
*Iv statistical average life expectant:),
about half that of a female child born in
1968 the woman of a century ago -often
was worn out in her 20's, and, even If she
were wealthy enough to lead the idle life of
that Victorian ornament, the women of flimflam, she was generally vaporish and tinhenithy," a sonlal historian wrote
However, rircommtnnee4 of w‘inien we!t,

Ding rooms are ag
dining rooms u5.
the chrytime a din
ould be bright. Al
nald otter privacy
Dund-about way of
the most satishict.reatrnrrit for a dinme that will be adaw curtains, cafe
double-tiered curare not tranipart
answer. Shades'
butter' are adjust.
it they do not lir-room the warmth
is likely to need.
ta Amonett.
•••

y DevelOpment —
I opportunities tot
le to learn abon&,
levelopment, to toe
es and participate
itty improvements,
service and beautilects. 4-Hers beneag their own comKier place to live
t by learning how
work together to
rditions — whether
ated to natural re,
=unity facilities
1. or providing a
rci to those with
Is. — Mrs. Dean
•••
24 hours a day —
wend it? You have

ount of time as the
- 24 tioure--*--1181)
_
w• hat do we watt
This is a question
▪ answer. We must
eh where we are
may miss it alto.
less Irma Hamilton.

-

ondergoing dramatic change for the better
in . 1868 Medical advances were lessening
bodily damages in childbearing. Housing improvements, introductions of appliances, provisions of labor-saving services I such as
launderings were reducing drudgery
Equally important. "Americans were learnmg slowly ti, play in the great outdoor/I,"
John Allen Krout observed in Annals of
Amerkien sport I Yale University Press).
Railways and boat lines promoted passenger traffic by
opening resorts at mountains
and water-places with Inviting
lutes for whole families. Husbands submitted to sharing with
wives some of the gentler outdoor pastimes, such as croquet.
swimming, hiking, or velociped•
lag as Mat/cling Was known

MURRAY, RRNIE11011Y
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Panic Button
Is For Real

NATIONAL
GLACIER
Park, WC(UPI) — When
Mike Pittawa
. y presses the button, his co-workers run for
their lives
Revelstoke, B C
Pittaway
is an avalanche watcher in
western Canada's Ciacier National Park above Montana.
He is' one of six trained observers
working with the Na".•tional Research Council of Ca• s
'•
nada in testing a system designed to- liet road-clearing
crews out of the way of any
sudden snow avalanches.
The danger to road crews is
real, Tao men were killed in
1965 IV an avalanche at Rogers
until 1868.
Pass, BC
HoopskIrts. wasp-waist bindPittaway said there is a maxings and such, interfered with
imum period of three minutes
• such pleasures, and women beitoM the time an avalanche
gan
freeing themselves of
starts until it reaches the highelothen that were also deletes-1way. Road crews have that
.011S to good health
time tO arfandon their slow For less affluent, workingmoving -cat" or grader and
class families, escapes from city
run out of the avalanche pith
environment ,were offered a
To give them more time to
week or two by farmers who'
escape. NBC engineers have
-- took in summer boarders
devised a system using modiCLARK KINNAIRD
fied Citizen Band (CB) coml • I Sightseeing In mountains
munications equipment Pitta—a sketch by E. 8. Bensell In
other
and
avalanche
way
an 1888 Issue of "dodey's Lady's
watchers are stationed in a
:V:a
•
Book," edited by Sara Josephs
safe location up to a mile away
Rah. She seas n_yissorous &thefrom where road crews work.
e:ill" Of refreshing vacations for
The observers can watch trig• 'N..
stool's' from household tan -a.
ger areas,
Imo yibish-d I.y K ins J4411,1441 riyisar
At the first sign of danger.
j
e
Pittaway presses a button on
his trani?nitter to ring an
alarm bell-an the cab of the
Period. during which, mOst stuPast for King
snow-clearing vehicle. The opLutheran Service Budget
MINNEAPOLIta (UP/) — A dents on iampus Went without
erator must then abondon his
)UPI
A
YORK
NEW
—
three-day fast by students at any food, while others lived on
$4.717.150 program for 1968 machine and run "for his life.
St Olaf College, Northfield bread and watet,
has been apeiroved by the LuMinn., in memory of Dr MarBRASILIA, Brazil (UPI) — theran World Federation Comtin Luther King. Jr
added
mission on World Service, re- Ecumenical First
nearly $2,500 to a scholarship Brazil's 8.3 milljon square miles,
LOS ANGELES (UPI/ — An
and 04 million people make it ports the Lutheran Council in
fund for Negro students
the giant of Latin Amert4.iii._the U.S.A.
ecumenical first:
inllf
-The imnies weesared-wherr outhVie and
The budget, highest ever singer performs at Mary's
population. The
at the request of student lead- country- has
three times more- passed by the international Hour. It happened at the 21st
• era, the colleges food service land area than the
next larg- body, is $635,000 more than tht annual Maryn Hour at Los An• was closed for the three-day eat, Argentina,
commission's sta tem e nt of geles Merry-fat Coliseum.
needs because of urgent assistSarah Hershberg, the folk
ance measures, particularly af- sifieer. sang about Mary, the
fecting refugees in the Middle -mother of Jesus Families from
East.
throughout the. four-county
Los Angeles
oman Catholic
Archdiocese participated in the
More than 25,000 miles of prayer for peace meeting.
••
Me West MAW Meet
the planned 41,000-mile Inter-State Highway System in the
OM% RIDGE. Tenn. UPI)
United States are now oper to
The Oak Ridge National - Labotraffic
ratory has produced a new film
• • •
to explain methods of- purifyGold was discovered in'Call- ing salt water through nuclear
ALL DAY 111ReWL,'JULY
WILL RE
fornia on Jan. 24, 1848, by energy The Atomic Energy
um 7 Om & Week
and Oft
James W. Marshall. a foreman commission is making
the 17of Capt. John A Sutter', saw- minute color- film available f r
mill at Colma
Toan.
_
-4

White House Grocery

MONDAY — JULY 1, 1068

The Sale That You
Have Been Waiting For!

MENS'
OMENS'
Childrens'
SHOES
uy One Pair of Shoes at Regular Price
Get.the Second Pair
For Only .• •
— No Refunds or Exchanges on sale Shoes —

patterns, sizes girls' 10

Women's and Girls' Reds, el
through womans' 10.

— OPEN ALL DAY STUNDAir

Flower Pots, all sizes, anti Hied Baths
orzN
insms IS ON
* *41

Pure

Bar-B-Q Bar-B-Q
$19
Pork
I lb CHICKEN

BEEF
•
•

)

LAY'S - Twin Bag

BAlRY
FOOD

GERBER

-

IRDLES

•
•

.

FORKS

19

: Wieners

IOW "Doubie
tmonds panels
(itch, waist and
tk to curve you
Jay's fashions.
-.--icausathay are
ful control and
imonds" Lycra
settle for less.

•

VAN CAMP'S

Pork
2
:Beans

1,95, NOW 89.95

18

United time only.

•

•

CRACKERS

29c

DAR 35
c

19
49t

Fully Cooked
whole or shank

HAMS.: 49,
',HAM aril PIMENTO

SPOONS

BACON i Salad OT

•
es...11M
•
« FROZEN
•
HUSHPUPPIES
•
•
•

C.

Flavor-Kist

Salad Bowl - quart

PLASTIC

Chestnut

STYROFOAM

29c
25
CCh rcoal
29 B
2fN
CUPS

Frosty Seas

CHARCOAL

LEER

GOLD DOLLAR

T4'29

34.$),

MUSTARD -

elf

PLATES

40

count

*** a•
•
••* •-••••* *••• St •••• it

-.-'••••:4***•*.*• ****

Super Value

3W

1 ICE MILK

•
•
•

S
PARAMOUNT

Dill
Chi

16 - Oz

8

Butter
alue

,uper Value

Buns

Buns

Supe

Hot Dog

23c

Hamburger
23c

MIDWEST - 4 Gal.

ICI MILK

39e— :4,1

•
ea. 39. •
FRESH SLAW 19°
iCtA
mENTALOUPES
RED PoTAXOES 10 lbs. 49* raw.
Rm.)
WATERMELONS - 89e
BANANAS :-..
lb. 10' Open
* a• -*--••••• *•*********** ••****** -41145.411.411111411
1

PAPER

L

FRENCH FRIES

Peanut

29

i-Lb

ot

a 1

PAL - 24-1b. jar
8-oz. pkg.

BREAD
23c

2 $119
KMES "

•

FROZEN

CHEESE

I FISH
STICKS

Z5 ('t

LAM - FREE GLASS!

RIBS

FROSTY ACRES

24 Count

Swift

Bar-B-Q

19

VIENNA
SAM

24 Count

PLASTIC

7,RA'

KRUM

49
3 25

Potato Chips

00

Sale Starts July 2nd

*5 re** *••••-••••••••*as••

Ground

3.95, NOW $1.95
1.95, NOW $9.95

TIMES

FARRIS'.

•••
es plaRough tough'.
a tough when too
too much water is
,en the fat is not
)erly. Over-mixing
adding the water
ake it tough --rim
les.

95. NOW $1195
95. NOW $1293

&

.1

•

Produce

ea,

•••
Till 9:00 •P.M.,•
is 54.5 3* *

Ot•

Se

•
•

•

•

•

41••••

"

•

•

Cr-

•,

I .„ t"-•„

XS:

,
•

•

•

1

.
•

•

_

•

•

••••
a
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TIM" LICOGEK

MAC-1Y

Citaswel
•

:11
-- 6
7

INN:141

4 Citawisel 5 Chaeiterit Channel 2
WagbArT,TRINC PROGRAMS--

:15

....,

'

1

9

The "is %/oder

Pmf.- nhor•
4

NET
.Jcs•rnal

a
News

News
%Porn
Neer%
Tamest', Nose, Perre
.
hAawea

"
!
um
Jon SINN
Show
PO
PPP
PIP

Nevem
•

121

Accustr

theNors
WV.

PROGRAMS
,4 waives. TUESDAY MORNING
Farm tam
Irmo alifi bas
Er* Mrala

M

•leistra
nowee Pr.oclom
New
Tht Bose Owe

Cafortry Jviectian

••

7

1
TOW% dews
Tee,

Maws;
• Mew,
Coterie Kansas.
Ockwase
3hr

envier Roam

Art*
INdtYew Ds
Deeded

Goren
SAM

Judemonf Maui

Catoeserarkon
•Mrimillbf

1O :4 leallemerl
belmWee
ri
Noterdo
I 1 En ism

aseiews
Inearch.fser. The/erre Isle

TUESDAY ASTERISM* PROGRAMS
Neer

1 4c,
ri

Ikea

OtT
etre

_

alder*

IImre oil Our
As

Lava

Orrin.

Nauss

Vrtcps,he Pa,t.

mit

Grni

Art Unkleeterli" The Saar Gen-•
dere Peter
Afierner World To
,
;
•
11:1 the
Neter& Slawoltai
Derr
,Soy 411, NW
Dark le.alwas

iy..

-3-41 The NON
Seer* teener -.--Orteg Genie —*Tsrs-IIIN
Owne• News
ellframea

6111
.rares Istaiifil

Agate •

Mari
.

4
5
TUESDAY MINI
61.....--,1‘Frili
1/1
Ernarv
:4 Nest
i
iNiwelev.
:11 MINI*

.

i -4
'I Came.
MAME
lionwmAL

I tr. Loc.
Nelai
War.. alftrill
Owed Wader DNS' Gerrimpa
"
Ger:
. nen
51w-totctscodc
Show
Sbratfm•
It Toast •

8 11 A.

Thiel

=4arfoo Peet Gold Morn.he
Martel
Of Mack
Aroma-Ica

7 I 0 News
11vuw

.a

11 :41
----iir‘ero"
. ine

1

AC. :A
.•

"

News
Seer Sports
Perry
.Melee

VIM

Green Thumb
For* Owe
Ps/Sucre

USA

NET lammoal

PROGRAMS

..._

I Dream et
:
Jesedie
nit tNIIITeeese 'N

Alt Aboard
Mr Mt

Mayes:
Acilan hi
Arabia'
er
Geer*
lyre:
4w
larse
Wader'
calisiir - firer Of ernatal

, The

•

Invadres

ISLiMall/

Glad

ram
.
Cense'
Perieswilya
The Games a
Gamma
In !whine
Salm, Sr...sow

!NIPS
Stay Mikes

9eaa

a ••
804•41

Teske"
tart elelase
New Ihmeou

Mims

Mewls

1

4

be Tai Mahal, completed in
The ftrst- national soldiers'
hope was founded In 1866 at 1008. used 20.000 workers in
its construction
Dayton, Ohio
• • •
• • •
Buckeye comes from the InOspreys, often called flab
dian word "hetuck" meaning hawks. live entirely on fish
which they dive for in shallow
the eye of the buck deer
water.

TIMES

—
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SENSING THE NEWS Fir orks

Mews
wows,
Wily Saw
-is
*lNr
The Meekees Gsfeehea•

I Sr, lase
Mere borm, Ne
Moyle:
"untamedeteAcirefr
,s1 The
.Clow•lees'
Terga
.
^kwCY Show 42,"1
"
arill doe
42=3
. and "
Nei
811..
.4 .
MC Came The Ands Griffith Ir-oleew $.M
Mot* Room tor—
pItt: Ansi,
pror pl.,. I
FL
p.Zitt
si,

4

Cause
e Loss

By Titurrnori Se,istng
C.

IXSCunyt

vICt SINSIOINT

Southern States Industrial Council

4

"LT
to its natural beauty.
fel7
yo
tr
hte
o
ks
rsig
di
th
hie
t
lays uPes'itiret
nothing
of
the
say
to
is
That
said
Thurmond
Senator Strom
nd
been
committed
has
that
last
crime
on the floor of the Senatesays
ug
Friday, June 21st, ". . .many in in shanty town thus far, and the
commitbe
Senators, including myself, urg that probably will
KultetneetthucYekt°::itzMunadilinSdtigfiesatelkers."
Pre ention
•-•
ed the responsible authorities ted both- there and in the City
a pre-Four'h-of•July safety
to deny a permit for this illegal of Washington before - it has me
pe)ton Hoge W ad.
Senator all ended. Believe it or not, vi
and violent circus."
parents to closely super.
Thurmond was referring to the the Justic Department entered vi
childrerni' playtime icilya-called "Resurrection City" into an agreement with leaders ities during the national holtMarch
in Washingto, the encampment of the Poor People's
day eriod.
of the Poor People Marchers that they alone would have
After every Fourth of July,
between the Lincoln Memorial policing powers within Resur- says Peyton Hoge III, the Kenand the Washington Monument rection City. In other words. tucky Society receives far too
En the nation's capital.
the Washington Police force many reports of young eyes
Upon contacting a member and the National Capital Pa* damaged dr blinded in fireof Congress recently with the Police were denied the right works accidents. These accif
question. "Can you tell me to police an area within their dents can be avoided only if
what individual or what coal- own jurisdiction. As a result parents accept their responsib
Mittee of whet gOliernment, of this arrangement. there has fifties and', cooperate with the
either city or federal, gave per- virtually been no policing in authorities in enforcing firemission to the Poor People the camp, and people have been works laws." •
PEN RIOT DAMAGE NEAR $4 MILMOse- More than six fires rage out ofossintrol in the
Marchers to build a shanty assaulted and robbed and raped
The National Society for the
airview of the Ohio Penitentiary in downtown Columbus before
.hunitrida of rioting
town between the Lincoln .kie- without the benefit of our Na- Prevention of Blindness NM
prisoners were subdued by state highway patrolmen and police.
Nithiltal Guard -units _
•
15 helped pioneer a model State
atonal and the Was
Lion's laws to_protect
moved in later. Damage'wasestimated at S3-S4 million. Offliala
said-racial factors may
Jar_
Monument?", I received
- another
Fireworks Law prohibiting wile
have triggered the riot.
•
reply ". . one would have tcr4 Pigagent Johns:an must accept and uncontrolled use of fire'
say that the authority came responsibility'?
works in 27 states. Federal legfrom the Secretary of the Inislation bans shipment of fireterior although someone else
Senator Robertlyrd. of West works into states with legisla****************•
*•
•*••
•
••
BOUT ON
may have acted in his behalf. vigginia, spoke in the Senate tion against them. The National
•
Of course, we must assume that on the same day, and during Society advocates adoption of
SAN' JUAN P. R. 4WD '—
this would, not have been done the course of his remarks said . the model' law by -every state.
without the approval of Pres- "Even those who have heretoThe Kentucky Society offers Lightweight champion Caddo
ident Lyndon Johnson."
fore suppOrted this mismaiagg• -thete hints to....narents for a Ortiz settled a-contract dispute
•4
Therefore, as President John- ed, misguided, mlsbegesten
Thursdalt and agreed to go on
safe hiireday celebration:
tol-with, his', title de,fense against
son looks about him at this blot pair,— must sure
have been
(1) Don't allow children
on the beautiful face of the disillusioned by the public tits- buy fireworks through the mail4 Cathie. "Yed"-Cnia of the DomNation's Capital, as he consid• play of shiftlessness and lazi- or from illicit dealers. _
InieserAepublic Saturday night.
ers the crime that has already ness and lawlessness that the (2) Help children ,to realize Ortiz, of New York, said he
been committeed in Resurrec- inhabitants
earlier would not enter the ring
of
Resurrection that fireworks are dangerous.
lion City, to say nothing of the City have put on for all to
(3) Don't buy or use fire- unless the promoters paid the 1,--,
For your convenience, Scott Drug Co., 1205 *
violence that will probably oc- see." Then Senator Byrd went works yourself.
$15,000 owed him. Apparently
„•
Chestnut
*
Street, Murray, has been authorised to,•
cur before they are moved out on
the
dispute
was
settled
to
Orsay, "Resurrection City
44) Take your family to a
* Niece& payment of telephone bills.
*
of Washington, he can only became
satisfaction.
at a Iurn almost from the public fireworks display where
_
*
• 'it
say to himself, "I brought this moment it was created. It has they can enjoy the show in
*
Of, course, the telephone Business Office, at •I
,become a jungle,
on." What an awful confession no
whkii safety.
* 604 Olive, will continue to receive payments and *
make!
•
to have to
much more appropriately shot
Ohio's state gem Stone -is
*1' handle any -question about your bill or service; •
It is understood a Baptist laid he known as ..thaun,ection
The Kentucky Society is an because the state is recognized •
group wanted to bold* one day Qty./or, you may prefer to mail your payment using •
affiliate of the National Society as the main source of. the ma- • ' meeting around the Washingthe return envelope furnished each month with 41,
for the Prevention of Blind- terial used by the fndians to *
ton Monument, but were refusness. Inc., which is the oldest make arrowheads
e your bill. 4 "
*
ed. Also, that a group of Boy
• • •
This does encouragement to voluntary health agency nat*
In any case, the card enclosed in your month- •
Scouts wanted to camp for three disobey the law, thus does laxionally engaged in the preven
*
ly bill should be returned WITH your payment. •
days in sight of the Washington ity in enforcing law and order
tion of blindness through :1
_
The -Lone Star State" nick-' •
a
Monument but were refused. - throughout the nation, finally
program
of ime for Texas comes from •
comprehensive
a
Thank you
These religious, patriotic or- !attack the
heart of the Na- community services, public and
0 single star that appears on
•
a
the
ganliations were denied
w
Ition's Capital. Will we have a professional education and re- 0 red, white and blue state
South Central—Bell
.
•
privilege of meeting on capital rhange before it is too
late?
Search.
•
grounds, but the rag-tag people
from all parts of the country,
the deluded, the deceived ,peo•
ple who thought they were doimpala Custom C0440411
ing something in the interest
of their race, were permitted
to build an encampment on one
of the most beautiful spots in
1
the nation's capital.
Due to steady rains that occurred in instances thereafter,
the spot was rather quickly
turned into a quagmire of mud
and filth. There is no telling
what it will coat the taxpayers
of this country to restore the

RESURRECTION CITY —.196R place

if SOUTH CENTRAL BELL ANNOUNCES
A-NEW SERVICE FOR
•0
*
•
••
•• -TELEPHONE SUBSCRIBERS

TV CAJAEOS: Vrt mid Gr I

1

550 Hours Later,Virginia STILL likes Women
By

r

141

MK IMIMER

FOR SOME 1,100 half-hour periods over a
.ix-year stretch, Virginia Graham has talked.
argued, discussed and lightly gossiped with
females of every size and shape, from movie
.tars to pseudo-intellectual advice dispensers,
from marriage COUNINIOrs to cooks and you
know what
The fair Virginia likes women better than'
ever. Incredible, you say
but true
"Month after month. I've become,more stag—
gered than ever at the capabilities of women,"
says the sleek, blonde hostess of "Virginia Grip-,
ham's Girl Talk." now syndicated by ABC Films
to more than 88 cities. "To begin with, praise...
the Lord from my view, they're far more articulate than men. They can talk entertainingly
on anything and everything—and it's rare to
find one who's self-conscious The few who
are, I guess, are occasional actrompas. Maybe
they're so used to playing roles that they find
it hard just to be themselves" .
.
•
• • •
MISS GRAHAM says that, by—and large,
women's talents and abilities ovelVhelm her
'They're brilliant parliamentarians." she notes,
-and have an almost appalling self-honesty. I
think the only thing about them that dismays
me is their tendency to be TOO honest. They're
almost mercilessly self-revealing . .
now and
then at the expense of their self-preservation.
or thi protection of their children."
She says that she has had women come on
her "Girl Talk"' program and talk candidly
about being pregnant by one man while married
to another -and the sad thing Ii, the child involved probably will have that story come back
to her "'Maybe women have Just a little bit
TOO much equality and. freedom now!" she
wonders '- And perhaps they can't handle it
Women per se are not self-conscious, Miss GraCom piete 1 y
e way a cake can have too much
ham docluces—eltheusth they con be te• condW.
butter, or a baby can be given too much oxygen
in its first moments?"
• • •
This summer, meanwhile, the incredibly energetic Virginia goes on with her other bags-ALMOST EVERY Anierivan woman of note
book-writing' i"The Last Day of the World
from doctors like Virginia Apgar to beauty fashCookbook" is her latest,, goodwill-ambassadorion experts like Candy Jones, has guested on the
ing for the Clairol Company, watching closely
show. Virginia starts to pick a few favorites —
over a One of Virginia Graham knit clothes
writer Adela Rodgers St John, actress Balla
. and even taking a ehot at acting. -I'm doing
Stoddard. TV panelist Betsy Palmer, girl-aboutloan Cindy Adams -but I think I'd need 30 'Take My Wife,' a comedy, with Fred Clark
at Carl Stohn. Jr.'s Mill Run Playhouse in Chimiles of mountains for ,nly feminine Mount
cago,'' she says, -and if all goes well, we may
Rushmore of great women
b. on Broadway in the fall."
"Girl Talk'' begins its seventh season of tap• • •
..„
ing in August. and next season will feature
AN9 JUST HOWdoes the "dynamo of the dyan innovation begun at the fag end of this one
namic years,- as someone called her, get- hei
an occasicinal man guest David Merrick, for
guests to be so all-fired honest• "Listen," she
instance, appqtired to send up a Romon•randie
says bluntly: -I've got 30. 40 seconds to get to
in- two in a late May segment. -He was marselkaig
Miss Graham chuckles "And maybe, the bone' of the discussion I just bark out
'C'nurn. girls Utlii has got to be. lhif truth'
good for to. He believess
tt
44
4
- 1 iipten and chilalid_you know" They start teIlinie,it tight
be first In the
dren definitely should
It's amazing:'
lifeboat. ''
r
gesaiiite
slag

IIM
Some cars are talking big price slashes.
They know what they're worth.k-44

'Pity theiimpf car that doesn't become attractive untifit hos its price cut.
Pity it..But don't bus it
I
Buy instead a car that tes figures p;ove is attractive-4year
long.
Cheirolet, America's feori .*-)fow all the more al t ictive with special
bnitireptines drid,autornatic transmissions.T
A car with windshield rifiper5 that stay ou$ of sight until you turn them
bantari aUtUllid IT
m.aystetn that warns you not toleave.yodtiteys.
„

'fire simple truth is: we can 46ord' to putmore. o each car we build,
because we build-more cars.
Putting you.tirst keeps us first. See yo Chevrolet ricaier last, for good
sound savinto on all 1968 Tflodfla,
--You get the biggest
year-entisavings lust where you'd expect to.
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four-county area. Education:
Master's Degree required in social science field. Background
work with
in administrative
Government programs-experience in Community Development anii organization experience in dealing with social problems of -the economiailly disadvantaged. Send resume to:
Judge Richard Castleman, Mayfield County Courthouse, Mayfield, Kentucky. This is an
equal opportunity employer.
J-1-C

*Box Sell,Poet
di*RotRie
TfIROMie 77/E

1968

New Shade i
Cut

sun glare by 92 per cent and
cuts heat from the sun's rays
• A
O 65 per cent
The film one-way 'mirror
s Heat
looks somewhat like a mirror
CHICAGO (UPD-A trans- from the outside, although the
parent window shade that re- view 'from the inside is like
portedly turns back 65 per cent that of an ordinary glass pane.
of solar heat has been devel- . "Unlike ainted glass which
oped.
slows build-up of the sun's heat
The manufacturer, (3M Co.), only temporarily before persays the new shade is the next nutting it to pass into -the
best thing to air conditioning. room, Scotchtint Solar ConThe shade, which rolls up trol Film. Ithe name of the
like other window shades, shade), reflects the sun's rays,"
keeps non
air - conditioned says the company.
rooms cooler and reduces the
The solar shield was tested
load on air conaitioners, ac- in Fresno, Calif., where sumcording to the manufacturers, mer afternoon temperatures
It is made of an aluminum often reach 180 degrees
polyester
which reduces

CLEAN '66 BLUE VW, with to-wall
carpeting in living age space. Electric heat and
mileage. whiteradio, low
room. Has carport, electric air-conditioning. Located two heat new ly decorated. Located
decorated. Located
walls. One owner car. Must
heat, city water, and sewer- blocks from college. Shown by heat newly
AUSTIN HEALY Sprite, new sell. $1,225.00. Call 753.8484.
per month. Call 753-3403. .1-3-P
age. Phone 492-8665.
753Phone
only.
appointment
3-15-P
J-2-.0
engine, transmission, uphols.1-1-P 2-BEDROOM DUPLEX apart4663.
tery, paint, $850.00. Call, 753ment, located at 406 So. 16th
July-31-C REAL NICE fresh Jersey heifer. REAL ESTATE FOR SALIA
7500.
THREE-BEDROOM brick home. Street. Middle age couple preJ-2-P
$17500. Call 753-4676.
SONOMA THORNTON is emceraP4
throughout,
carpeting
15 GALLON lacquarium, like
ferred. Will accept school age ployed at the Town and CounRESS and b o x 4-BEDROOM house, two baths. mic tile baths, central heat and child or
new. Extra good used air con753.7486. try Beauty Salon. Call 753Call
infant.
ditioner. Call 753-4537. J-29-C springs, dresser, desks and Large library, with all the ex- air. On a large lot. Priced to
J-2-C
8388.
carpeting.1 sell. Call 753-4516 after 5:00
.1-2-C tras. Wall-to-wall
chair. Call 753-8528.
Central heat and air. 1612 Loch p. m.
1)-6-C TRACTOR; '60 Chevrolet
J-1-C
NOTICE
truck and low-boy. All in good 1963 ZENITH 19" portable Tv, Lomond, phone 753-4937.
SERVICES OFFERED
condition. Call 623-4682, May- $75.00; refrigerator $40 00; diJuly-23-C OWN YOUR OWN home for as
Answer to Saturday's Puzzle
TERMITES?
Ward
Termite
Call
and
down
little as $475.00
'field after 6:00 p. m. .1-3-P nette set with 4 chairs, $2000;
80000
studio couch like/ new, teI5.00. BY OWNER - three-bedroom $92.87 monthly plus taxes and for free estimate. All work guar- DITCH DIGGING, spetic tanks,
0M0,90
ACROSS
3-Allow
AKC REGISTERED Beagle pup- Call 753-6554.
SOMBOM OS0000
.1-2-P brick home, sewing and utility Insurance. No down payment anteed. Five year contracts. bush-hogging. Call Wayne Bur4
-Rodents
SO 0000000 WO
room. Den, two large baths to veterans. These homes are Five room house treated. $65.00. keen 753-6191.
pies, $25.00 each. Small Fennell
1.Policeman
.1-5-P
5 Beverage
0012 =WO 000
(slang)
tractor with cultivator, $200.00. 1964 FORD Galaxii convertible. and two half baths. Bedrooms 3-bedroom brick and must be Ward Pest Control, 1612 College
6-Part
4-Inclined
7-Document
See at 1625 Walnut Street, Bent- Good condition. Call 753-6012 and living room carpeted. Two- seen to be appreciated. Call Farm Road, phone 753-6501.
roadway
8-Sure
0g0000 0080
.1-2-C car carport and plenty of stor- Johnson Bros, Construction Co.,
July-11-P
- on, Ky.
8 Young horse
.1-1-C
9-Anglo-Saxon
0600 OPOO
12
-Beverage
money
Canny Systems
Inc., 1203 Story Avenue, Phone
WOU0 803000
13-Appellation of
10-Illuminated
1956 8' x 37' TRAILER. Good 10' X 51', 1966 Kentuckian
ELECTROLUX
SALES
&
SerTFC
DAVIS, Calif. (UPI) - A
0000 00C MOMEI
753-6767.
Athena
11-Golf mound
trailer. Call Weldon StiCe, 762condition. Phone- 753-5246.
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new Western thriller
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From the Doubleday Co. novel. Copyright 0
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CHAPTER 29
each moment strainilig at the "But he met Bart lots of times.
made a soft nerves. Greg heard m uf f le d Bart said he was working for
"I call in the night. "Corwin" sounds from within the' house us and to leave him alone, no
All right?"
and he has1.1o_xestrain the im- matter how ornery he a4ted to.
Greg Coawin drifted into the pulse to rash forward.
ward Bar Y."
Bart Yates' voice sounded' Amanda's voice c aft ckle d.
shadow of the trees. Moyers
loomed close and Greg said; loud. "Texl Joef! He ain't here." "And he nearly persuaded us to
"Run out scared. Bart?"
"So far we're lucky."
go up against a. gun crew!"
"Maybe or talking his damn' "Yes. ma'am. We'd been told
"What's your plan"I figure whoever comes, head off Lot of good that'll do! to expect it." •
, alone or with gunhawks, will Anyhow, fire the place. He won't
'/What do you know about
hail the house first. They'll come have anything to come bad( Rails' murder?"
"Nothing," an instant answer
tn from the north and they'll go to."
Steps echoed on the porch. came. "None of us was anyback that way once it's qver."So we cut 'em off." Mbyers Moyers said, "Move in. And where near. Bart saw to that.
watch yourselves."
answered.
But we heard about it and Bart
''
Greg sank spurs and raced said we'd have Anchor now."
Off to the- left, the night
Moyers asked, "Just Bart
• seemed undisturbed but Greg around the corral to the house.
knew threat drifted and stirred The roll of hoofs sounded like yates? Or mom e one behind
out there. Moyers leaned toward unexpected thunder, and Greg him?"
A man spoke sullenly. "Can't
him. "I sent one of Hoskins' heard a yell, saw a gunfltuai.
The night erupted and boiled. answer that From what Bart
riders out as scout. Fie heard
Renegades
swung to sad dl e, said, we knowed he had backthem drifting in. He said.- it
•
sounded like at least a doze -some ran out of the house and ing..lunged for their mounts. Greg
"Vale Edwards?"
nda
riders, maybe more,"
d the_ others hit -the group, demanded.
"The whole crew!-"---ugunslinger _Lite& hasttsPIALIng. it wide. Men fell from
"I don't know."
ems him'!" she
on the payroll. You've called the soddieei einViun thunder deaf"B---you'd
ened the ears. A Colt spat fire insisted
shots, Corwin."
on want me to
"All but the last and• let's almost in Greg's face but the "Ho
slog whipped by his cheek. He awe
bops:. ."
*The truth!"
His whisper drifted off. Greg fired and a figure toppled out
rode with hand close to his hot- and down into darkness,
"I don't know."
Rhadowy riders fanned
Greg -made an impatiedl
ay
atter _arid ears, attuned to the
egade sound. "Yates Was heie and tiea
'11 silent ranch. 'The lamp glow from the charge, the
SLATS AND KIT HAVE STUMBLED
gone. We're wasting time." ,
disappeared as they moved, far' band breaking up
0410 THE KEY TO THE CURIOUS STORY
ed fragments
t R8tIrfit the
• out. around the distant house,
Greg sped off with. Moyer:
OF PR. STEVEN FSRETT...
rat-thr-rernatnder of the passe
/ciao that way, a vorce in•eice 111g,h445th'e silence. "Corwin! Hey, Coe_ for. beyond them, came trium- He grim y wiindeeed if .the'
MRS. STEVEN BRETT
iS MONA, AND DR. BRETT
win! You wanted to see me?" phaht yells and another charge showdown would come at Bat
,Hoskins' group took a hand. Y. One thing' certain, -Bart
"Move in," Greg sciftly urged as
IS... SLATS, CAN.
arid .Moyers passed along the oreg hoped that Amanda stayed Yates had to be found and made
IT 13E ?
beneath_ the trees. ,
to talk. 0 n1 y 'he knew the
order.
was,over ib. a few more schemer behind theteouble.
Now a shadowy line'extended
The posse rode through the
to either side. Moyers looming tiMultuous-moments. Suddenly
to Greg's right-They drifted in an gums stopped though ears night. to Vale Edwards' ranch.
The Ofavy, pain-crooked figtoward the ranch, guns out of still roaree.iintil gradually thi
• holsters, rifles held With fingers night sounds returned and:n ure of Vale Edwards appeared
fading roll of hoofs Rs a few at a corner, of the house. Greg
in trigger guards.
"Corwin!" the voioe sounded gunhawks esratpert the net and .jtattped to the door and followed'
--near. "You coming out or do we fled Greg y e.li e d for light,. Moyers to the. old man who
rtreartihg for Ainanda.
waite (I, shotgun held ready
comb in?"
_Mistehem flared...as Ale yolked Greg heard sounds within the
Barn anti corral loomed ghost_
through
the crowd of" 4ers house but the lamplight glowed
1)- just ahead and Moyers passed
a whispered order that halted Greg. relieved, swung fro:I the peacefully through the windows.
saddle,
jumped into. the house Edwards peered it lhim and
the line. The ranch house itself
stood a darker shadowTar ahead He found a lamp,j4tit. kJ/lance Moyers. Then he saw the dark
and Greg saw a shifting dark told him I,ke hoettic had not been shadows of the bunched riders
"harmed. He-ficed outside, hold- beyond
Mass, marking horsemen.
"What the hell is this?"
• wa voice carried clearly. "Hell. big the lamp high
THERE /5 ONE
In the middle of a rough cir- , "Sari Yates," Moyer' snapg41101111be.Why watt' Blast hW. out
CHANCE'/A/
. and let's get back, bef04 the cle of riders with drawn guns ped. " e's here?"
A MILL/ON
half a dozen men sat their hors"With me and Diana, He tame
alit:man knows wirre-*one."
THE EARTH •
Greg. even ak his muscles es. arms high, blinking against .in from town and I called him
tieltened. felt a, surge of relief. the lamp light that Greg held in for S. drink," Suddenly he
mA/v/AC
stared at the dark bunkhouse.
Vale Edwards did not know of up to each fare.
MIGHT
BE
Moyers broke the silence. "But where's the crew? Didn't
this nocturnal expedition, lje
/00/nIG.r.?"
WWI cleared, confirming Greg's "Who set you to ambush, burp- they sing out at you?"
.
ing and cattle 'killing 7"
1
"Your crew's under. arrest.
logre.
v:Move In?" Moyers whisper-' 'A stir and exchange of looks Th-y tried to raid Corwin. Bart
between the gunhav.its Eaeh led them. There's murder and
' II
-hio.. So far, it's just a visit mistrusted the other, feared be- a whole passel of charges
trayal if he remained silent. One against Yates:"
that I asked for.'ratt•near midnight with a dos- man surlily answered. "Bart , "But- but, my God! He's inYates hired us,Ms told us What side with Diana!"
-. en hardcaaes?"
"Give It a ftw' niinufies7.
-What do you latio* about 11.41
The titan behind YAWS n
Moyers pas,44 orders to stand
aSinsatod
• '7
tight -71h4.4v same a sit c1 d ea Stern?"
b.inging on a door. Time passed.
rer••• .611.11.• 4fi•
"Nothing,", another ..ispoie up. (To BenCatitelsard Tomorrow,
A,HIA8.••••.1
\
Fr..til the DoUbieti.F &
not el Copyright
I96A
Wolls Dietrijeted hy King Fi,aturris
.
•
s
•••••
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REV. THURMAN . . Ed Jones

&

TIMES

—

Calloway Ladies
Plan Golf Day

FIVE KILLED . . .

Passes Away

(CesHinted Peva Peps
men hant at the country store
at Brandon'i Mill. He _with his
wife, the late Mrs. Anna Mae
H. -E. (Ed) Jones of Lynn
Blalock Thurman, and their
young son, the late Hilman Grove Route - One succumbed
Thurman. left his' business to Sunday at six* m. at his home.
enter Hall-Mood) Baptist Col- He was 88 rears of age.
Survivors are one daughter.
lege in Martin. Tenn.
Hughes of
M
"Bro. Howell" as he was Mrs. 3uston
known served churches in Mar- Farmington Route Two. two
shall. Graves. Trigg, and Call- sons, Hollie Jones of Murray
oway Counties in Kentucky and Route One and Eugene Jones
also in Flenry and Stewart Couns of Murary Route Two; two sisty. Tenn. He has written num-:ters. Mrs. Dora Driver and Mrs.
erous gospel tracts and articles]4-lora Mae Hunter of Mapfield;
several were even distributecli'ur grandchildren
Mr. Jones was a member of
to foreign Lands.
Rev. Thurman was a trustee sthe Sinking Springs Baptist
in the Glendale Baptist Child- i Church where funeral services
ren's Home. served two or morel were held today at 2:30 p. m.
terms as moderator for the; with Rev. Norman Culpepper.
Blood Riser Baptist Asaociation, Rev. John Pippin, and Rev . M.
and also served as treasurer M. Hampton officiating.
The deceased was born near i Active pallbearers were MarPoplar Springs Baptist Church, viii Bitlington. Charles Mercer,
the son of the late James R. Paul Spann, W. B. Driver, C.
and Mary Jane Hicks Thurmaa. M. Driver, and Curtis Woods.
He Was the oktest son of a Members of the deceased s
familt of twelve childrtm.kiiittaY Sc ool Class of Sink-

111.1.FRIR•lr, ILItNTUCKY

flight routine.
World's Largest
"It was perfectly normal,
five handling," Sullivan said of
Plane Is Flown
giant plane.
phennoSuccessfully Sunday the
menally beautiful job that sets
new era in aviation."
- $y DONALD PHILLIPS a The
Galaxy, whose cargo

(Castlewood Pram Pegs 1)
The regular ladies day golf
their cars and they were not
be held at the Calloway
pinned in their cars: however will
County Country- Club on Wedboth ears eery completely deISARISSITA, Ga. (UPI)--- The floor is
nesday. July „1._ with tee oft
longer than the Wright
molished Anderson said persona
largest plane ever to fly, the brothers' first
at nine a m. Hostess
time
flight, flew at
helping to get the victims out
CSA military cargo-troop trans- 10,000 feet and a speed
day will be lnus Orr.
of the car received cuts on their 'he
'of228
'Galaxy, potentially' is 'a. -030es per hour,
Lineuils are as follows:
less than half
hands due to the broken glass.
jet airliner.
Vene.a Sexton. Jerelene Sulof iti-tapsigseed
Trooper Wilkins, Trooper MaOfficials of Lockheed-Georgia
livan, FAeanor Diuguti, aad
Large crowds gathered at the
lone, and Sgt. Hargis of the
Wilson.
said after the Galaxy's maiden Lockheed plant and neighborKentucky State Police were al- Ruth
Evelyn Jones. Sadie West; flight Sunday that it could be ing Dobbins Air Force
so at the scene of the accident.
Base,
Roat.h, and Grace James converted into a super-airliner
Adams was the son of Mr. and Nell
Purclom. Lou • Doran, sith three decks.
Alice
Mrs. Clayton
W. Adams of
Frances Parker, and Martha
-'But I think the world is not
Farmington Route Two at Col
ready for a -900-passenger airSue Ryon.
water and just returned f
Betty Lowry, Margaret Shut- liner," said Lockheed-Georgia
duty in Vietnam with the U. S.
tett. Norma Frank, and P5151 President Tom May, who has
Army in October 1967.
Miller.
•
supervised development of the
The recently discharged solBetty Jo Purdom, Carol Hill- football field-long craft that
dier was inducted into the ArGlenda Hughes. and Beth will vastly increase the Air
my October 25. 1965 and spent bard.
Force's troop deployment capeleven months and 22 days over- Belote.
Judy Latimer. Dorothy Hol- ability.
employed
seas. He was
as a tow
and Jane Fitch.
Company officials said, how
motor operator in the Assmbly land,
Nancy Fandrich,
Euldene ever, they will push for a comDepartment of the Murray DiRobinson, Mona Purdam, am! mercial version of the Galaxy
vision of the Tappan Company.
Charlene Doss.
with a payload of 300,000
He was a member of the ColdBetts: Hunter. Anna Mars pounds. There is a possibility
water Church of Christ.
and Rebecca Irvan.
also of a dual-purpose -version
Survivors axe his wife,- Mrs.
If you can play on Wednei with Passengers in an upper
Nancy Jean Wien Adams. and
da y. please notify one person deck and cargo in a lower deck.
one sonin'auf f)avid Adams,
bearers•
sell, survives.
15 months old. of Murray Route in your foursome, Mrs. Orr -Chief pilot Leo Sullivan, 49,
Burial was in the Sinking
Rev. Tharman was a mein
and four crew members took
one; parents. Mr. and Mrs. said.
Other ladies wishing to parti- the Galaxy on a 94-minute
her of the First Etaptist Church Springs cemetery with the ar- Clayton W. Adams, grandpar- warre funeral services will be rangements by the J. H. Church- ents, Mr. and Mrs. Clarence cipate will be lined up on No flight over north Georgia Sunheld Tuesday at three p.m. with ill Funeral Home.
day. The only flaw in the perMorgan of Murray: Route One 1 tee.
Dr. H. C.' Chiles, Rev. L. V.
and Mr and Mrs. Newt Adams Marilyn Howie Penney, three formance was a red warning
•
Birds
capable of being taught
ifenson. and Rev. Henry F. Paslight that indicated a difficulty
to talk include parakeets. par- of Mayfield; three sisters, Mrs. daughters, Carolyn age 12, Bevchall officiating.
landing gear retraction. The
in
Mary
E.
Barrow
Murray
of
erly,
age
10.
and
Donna,
age
rots. mynahs. crows. ravens,
Active pallbearers will be iaekdaws
were left down for the
wheels
Route
Six,
Sue
Misses
Ann
and
eight,
and
one
son,
Danny,
age
and some species of
nephews. A. W. Russell, RU- jays.
Deborah Fay Adams of Farm- six. all of Murray Route Two; whole flight as a matter of testdolph Thurman, Nelson ma- :
,• • •
ington Route Two; one brother, four sisters, Mrs. Hobart Paylock, Galen Thin-than, Howell Prance Is the leading uranium Clayton Dale Adams of 1301 ne, Mrs Sam Grecco, and Mrs.
Thurman, John Braswell, Or- producer in Western Europe.
Peggy Ann Drive.
James Lobrillo, all of Cicero,
ville Thurman, and Horace
Funeral arrangeniefitir are Ill., and Mrs. Walter Hopkins
• • •
(Continue/ Frets Page I)
Thurman.
Ghana. in Western Africa, incomplete, but the J. H. Chur- of Almo Route One: two brocars Chevy II's, were comBoth
- Honorary pallbearers will be is the world's leading
chill Funeral Home is in charge /hers. James T. Penney and
of the arrangements'ind friends Fjnley M. Penney of Cicero. pletely demolished. Allen's car.
members of the H. M. Perry producer
was- new with only a few hunmay call there.
.Sunday School Class and des'
Penney had been employed .Funeral sierviche held dred miles on it.
cons of the s First Baptist Solon Shackelford. Solon DarTrooper. Anderson said that
Church, MI Baptist ministers, nell. Dr. Charles Racer. and as a custodian at the Murray Tuesday at tvre'T.As,
at the
Division of the Tappan Com - chapel of the Naielf.'ichtischillk no. charges had been placed as
0. C. Matthaei. L R. Riley,.; Dr. Castle Parker.
Friends may call at the J. IL pany for the past seven months. 'Funeral Home' with Rev. Lloyd Yet. r
Cleburne. Adams. Ace McReynolds. Gingles Wallis. Masi Chuirtull Funeral Home after He had moved here from Chi- iWilson officiating. Burial will by the Max a. Churchill Funerago, Ill., about a year ago.
Beale. Ed Settle, Seiburn White, I five p.m. today (Monday).
Ibe in the Murray Memorial al Home where friends may
Survivors are his wife, Mrs. !Gardens with the arrangements

•

for

900 passenger

LERMANS
ILTISILCIIOU Sestaattle

,
4IP alLte

MONDAY — JULY 1, 1968
allot 20 miles restInvest of Atlas-a, for the Galaxy's first
fligit despite the early hour7:$i a.m.
tle plane roared down the
10,0)0-foot runwa) with a thunder.'as whine and slowly, majest -ally rose into the air to
heers of neesinen and officials Smoke billowing from
as 41,000-pound-thrust jet engines the plane palled over a
highvay lined loath thousands
of sp,lators a1nd cars and flew

-arna-aaa

CI

direct1y into the sun.
recorder playees
tape
A
"Dixie" in the cockpit and Sullivan said the flight became so
routine that several erewineris
hers tried to spot their friends
as the craft flew over Lake Lanier, a recreation area north of
Atlanta..
Sullivan brought the plane
to a perfect landing at the end
of the maiden flight and was
told by a jubilant May, "Take&
the rest -of the day off, Leo."'"
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LITTLETONS

JULY
CLEARANCE SALE

READY TO WEAR
UP 10 50% OFF

DRAG RACERS...

•

-

•

THE LEDGER

An Entire Truckload of More than 500 Coats!
Every one New in Stylde and Fabric for Winter
1%8-69. They're Coats Styled to Please You!

EVERY COAT SKCIALY PURCHASED AND SALE
PRICED FOR THIS ANNUAL WINTER COAT EVENT
Plan now to shop Lerman's in Murray early Wednesday...see the
styles well dressed women and misses will be wearing this fall
and winter! We're featuring racks and racks....more than 500a11
new styles many with rich fur trims. REMEMBER..-deposit will hold!

COAT
CARAVAN

DRESSES,. SUITS - COATS
SIM SHORTS • TOPS
SPORTSWEAR - SWIMSUITS
- COVER-UPS ONCE A YEAR
VANITY FAIR & MAIDENFORM
BRA & GIRDLE SALE
STORE
. No
HOURS:
9:00 a.m. Till 5:00 p.m.
ApproAls or Lay-Aways
Open Fri. Nights Till 8 p.m.

a

MAID
ENFO
RM
DREAMLINER BRA Reg.

SALE

$3.49

VENGFETTAIRONLONefigul,Er
l h$5P0ANTY WHOLE

SALE

$3.99

CONFECTION LONG LEfi PANTY GIRDLE.. 5600,

SALE

$4.99

tat.

HOOSE EARLY DEPOSIT WILL HOLD YOUR SELECTION
%/••,••,• •••'-

24.98 29.98
39.98 49.98
lermans_ Murray Store
10 SALE
DAYS

OTHER RICHLY FURRED WINTER COATS TO $19.98
Linter COAT CARAVAN starts
N'ednesday July 3rd for 10 saledaysl
thru Satur-.Lay July-13 th.

The early bird will catch the most outstanding coats in
these great price groups. . . so we suggest that you plan to
shop earlysWednesdayThe styles arLd the savings are tremendous.
THESE FINE FABRICS - MANY WITH FUR TRIMS
TWEEDS OTTOMAN MELINAS FRIEZES 100% CASHMERE
LUSTROSAS MELTAIRES MANY OTHERS FUR TRIM IN RICH
MINK SQUIRREL MOUTON'S RICH TIP LAMB FRENCHltAtSBIT
AND MANY OTHERS.
PETITE JUNIOR
MISSY
HALF
SIZES
SIZES
SIZES
SIZES

LERMANS
SATISFACTIONIWARANTEED

•

White - Yellow - Pink - Blue — ABC

Cups

White - Blue - Yellow - Pink -- SML

DREAMLINER LONG LEG PANTY WHOLE _ _ _

VANITY FAIR

SALE
Reg $11.00 — White - Yellow - Pink - Blue — SAIL XL

---

..

EVERYBODY'S TRICOT BRA White -Beg. $4.00 — —
THERMATE LON4 LEG PANTY
— — silk
TULIP LONG LEG PANTY
ill
SALE $1 2.50
TULIP LONli LONG I.EG Keg.
SALE

SALE

Reg. $9.00
816.50

Blue Ridge
Num N S

470

4

SALE SI3.50

_ BAGS _ Summer Piece
'A & '/2
GOODS
OFF

A & kprice

ONE(MOP SUMMER SLEEPWEAR
/
1 3 OFF
ONE HOUP SUMMER DUSTERS
/
1 3 OFF
1111111 COLOR FASHION HOSIERY •
/
1 2 PRICE
H iTS - - $3.00 - $4.00 - $5.00 —INIFORM5 - & OFF
PI AYTEX ta, LOMILINE BRAS
$2.00 OFF
JEWELRY PRICE-7 SANDALS - - $3.99 & $4.99
ILLISLIstkals.1551.9.115.1.2.U1S1111 U11 — LIIILLItlilassii,„
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